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a method : to capture the hc (human condition)  
and introduce reality 

 
 
 
 
        What is proposed here is based on our reality being a projected 
actuality, projected by the whole body in reality.  
        Present in the present, solid in gravity, alive in creation, the 
whole body is spirited at core, touched by the rest of creation, and 
next to other whole entities on Earth. The whole body of whom you 
or I are a projected part, is reality for us. 
        However, in the hc (human condition) we are isolated from the 
whole body and so reality, as our reality is created and placed by the 
whole body, and as we identify with our self or identity and what we 
find in our projected reality. This situation we are normally in, must 
be addressed. As a projected actuality and part, we may be related 
with the whole body, and reality introduced. Orientation is a 
method I would like to propose for this.  
 
 

      tt Sept13 
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Foreword 

 
 

Reality is the whole body alive in creation. 
We actually exist, but as projection. 

We are a part of the whole body, 
created and placed by the brain-spine  

or the Central Nervous System. 
We may relate with our whole 

as a projected actuality and part. 
 
 
 

        Our reality is projected by the brain-spine or CNS (Central 
Nervous System). It is the hc (human condition). We, as an identity 
or self, and our experiences are parts of it. We and our reality exist 
within a projected reality. 
        The whole body is alive in reality, actually there, solid and 
present in gravity, in the present among other real entities and 
living beings. The hc is also actually present, we exist, but as 
projection. Our reality of conscious experience is a projected part of 
the whole body, projected by the whole body’s CNS.  
        Our reality is the whole body alive in creation. We must 
differentiate our projected reality from reality, so that there can be 
reality, the whole body alive in creation. In the same vein the self, 
projected by the CNS, must be differentiated from the whole self or 
whole body.  
        The whole body is a special entity for us, because we are a 
projected part of the whole body. We depend on the whole body 
for the projection and the consequent actuality or existence of our 
projected world and our self in it. All we experience comes from the 
whole body. The only true connection we have and can have with 
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any actual or true entity in reality, is the whole body we belong to as 
a projected part.  Every other entity appears to us as an experience 
of another, within our projected reality, through the whole body. In 
our relation with the whole body, we are closer to the real world 
and to actual whole entities in reality.  
         However, we are not familiar with the whole body, nor with 
considering our self and our world as projected parts of the whole 
body. We consider our projected reality to be reality, and our self as 
a definitive entity. We behave and function accordingly, though we 
may experience different realities, recognise various self-s, and 
suspect that there is more. Without a notion of the whole body who 
projects our part, we do not consider a relation with the whole 
body. 
         We are isolated within our projected reality, away from reality, 
the whole body alive in creation, in identifying with what is in our 
reality. To relate with the whole body, we must first address this 
isolating identification with what we experience (orientation in 
space), and refer to the whole body, “who” is and must be there 
beyond projection. 
        Orientation is the method for capturing the hc and introducing 
reality. Ways to promote the whole body, to establish physical 
grounds in reality for “orientating”, are included in this 
presentation. The whole body and the brain-spine (CNS) in 
alignment with one another and in gravity, is discussed as the 
definitive reference for reality. (O v) 
        Physical is spiritual. Beyond our deepest sense of being and 
existence, the whole body who is truly physical encompasses our 
projected reality, including our sense and notion of what is physical. 
Our relation with the whole self is the process of reality. 
 
                                                                                                                            
                                                                                 tt     Sydney, June 2012 
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Introduction 
The process of reality and our part 

 
 

I wish to convey to you the “process of reality”. 
It is the process of the whole body that we, 

as an identity or the self, are inseparably involved in. 
However, we do not understand or fully participate 

in this involvement with the whole body. 
On the contrary, we normally see our self  

as independent in our reality, as a free agent….well, we try! 
 
 
our reality and reality 
        Our reality is conscious experience, notion and sense, of our 
self, others and the world. They are projected parts of the whole 
body projected by the brain-spine or CNS (Central Nervous System). 
(…1) Our reality does actually exist, but as projection, while the 
whole body exists in reality. We do not usually make this 
fundamental distinction between projection and reality, and regard 
our projected actuality as reality. 
        The whole body is in and of reality, solid in gravity, present in 
the present, alive among other actual entities on Earth, in and of 
creation and touched by the rest of creation. For us, as his/her 
projected part, reality is the whole body alive in creation. 
        The categories we may consider then, are : our projected reality 
of notion, experience and sense; projected actuality or projection; 
nervous activity; the brain-spine; the whole body in and of reality, 
spirited at core and touched by the rest of creation; all life on Earth; 
the Universe; and All creation God. 
        I take care not to use the possessive pronouns “our”, “your” or 
“my” for the whole body, whole self or whole being because I wish 
to distinguish the whole body (in and of reality) from the notion and 
sense of the body within our projected reality we readily regard as 
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our own. The reality of the whole body is beyond our reality and we 
belong to her/him as her/his projected part. 
        As the projector of our reality, the CNS and in turn the whole 
body, encompass or include in their existence, all we experience. 
We exist as projection projected from within the substance of the 
brain-spine, just as the running of software may manifest on the 
screen but occurs within the computer. We and our reality are of 
nervous or neuronal (as in neuron or nerve cell) activity within the 
living cellular organ that is the CNS.  
        That we are projection means our only possible contact with a 
real entity is the whole body we belong to as a projected part. Every 
other association we have is had within our projected reality, 
with projected entities, projected from the whole body. If they 
really exist ie. if they are indications of real things in reality, we are 
closer to their actuality in reality, in considering the whole body 
because she/he is in reality next to them.  
        Yet, for all that we are a part of the whole body, we seem to 
exist apart from the whole body. First, we are disassociated from 
the whole body and the CNS for being projected by them. They do 
not exist for us in projection. Furthermore, we tend to identify 
exclusively with what we experience or what is in our reality, with 
no need to consider that we may be a part and be isolated there 
from our source. 
        Action further reinforces our isolating conviction in our reality. 
Though the whole body actually does (in reality), we identify with 
our sense of being and doing - not only determine “what’s what”, 
but presume “I do”, take the credit for “doing”, and even try to be 
responsible for what “I will do and did”. 
        In thinking too, we find the convincing clench for “I do it” in the 
results of thinking, be it an answer, realisation or mental 
exhaustion. We assume to be the causal agent, initiating and 
enacting, for action and result, in the “doing" of anything.  
         We can be comfortable, in our identity, with machines and 
tools that embellish our actions, from slotting coins into poker 
machines, to operating the computer or facing the screen with the 
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games console, using a jack hammer or paint brush, or sitting in the 
driver’s seat behind the steering wheel; do something and 
something happens means “I did it”. 
        Knowing seals our isolation. In what we know, we are certain of 
our self in our world view and causal order. Even in knowing we 
don’t know or knowing we are a projected part of the whole body, 
unless we can relate with the whole body who encompasses our 
knowing and our unknowing (beyond knowing), the certainty of our 
reality seems to be the only sensible option.  

 
 
 
              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        Philosophers and scientists tend to agree that we cannot know 
reality, not directly. (…2) We cannot be with or be direct with reality 
because reality cannot exist in projection. All we have is what 
presents to our senses and what we make of them in our mind, our 
notions.  
        Yet, we are a projected part of our whole; the whole body is a 
special entity in reality for us. We must refer to the whole body, but 
he or she is beyond our reality. It is not enough to reach out (still 
within projection), disengage and float mesmerised, or transcend to 
be the witness. Can we relate with the whole body? Whether we 
can seems a thing of great mystery. 

All creation (circle), rest  
of creation (between  
circle and whole body)  
and whole body, and 
projected self (red), its 
identification (black lines) 
and wot (blue) 
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         I am not proposing we become the whole body or the whole 
self; we will always be a part projected by the whole body. 
However, the hc (human condition) needs to be addressed for its 
incessant tendency to be identified with what is in its reality, 
exclusive of and isolated from the whole body alive in creation. 
When we are captured as a projected actuality, reality, that is the 
whole body, may be introduced. In such a way, we may be 
influenced by the whole body and in turn, affect the whole as an 
integrating part. 
 
relation with, rather than choosing the whole body 
        Others have proposed we choose reality against our reality. 
Plato describes, in his famous allegory of humanity clinging to 
realities, men held in caves identifying with the shadows from 
flames as reality, who chose these against the real world when 
released, to return to their familiar shadows. In the movie “Matrix” 
(futuristic trilogy that examines the possibility of escape from our 
virtual reality, to a bleak reality of survival against a world of 
machines run by an artificial intelligence), a choice is also offered 
with a red or a blue pill, between reality and a computer generated 
reality; some choose the familiar, cosy virtuality that seems carefree 
compared to the desperate struggle against machines in the movie’s 
reality.   
        Human endeavours generally involve a choice and commitment 
for the better, closer, or for more. In determining, judging and 
identifying with our particular self and experiences, of achievements 
and losses, we are exclusive of and separate from our rest or other 
parts, as well as our whole. The CNS and the whole body however, 
do not exclude any of our projected parts, but encompass all that 
we are, experience, and seemingly do. Nothing is denied; our 
separation and togetherness, our sense of being and the world, the 
whole body in reality encompasses all that he/she projects.  
        Reality is not a choice. Rather it involves us through our relation 
with the whole body. It is not any exclusive commitment, but it 
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encompasses our all, our sense of self, others and the world. It is the 
whole body alive in creation and our projected actuality and part. 
        The identity is lost from reality, identified with what it 
experiences. We live within our phenomenal world that presents to 
our senses, identified with our self and what we experience and 
determine “what’s what” of others and the world. Not only are we 
unfamiliar with our own projected actuality, the whole body in 
reality and our part, there is much that has built up of what we have 
denied, put aside, struggled and mesmerised with, to safe guard our 
reality and our “I’m it” certainty or familiarity (shadows of Plato’s 
cave) away from the whole body and so, reality. The whole body’s 
presence, always changing in the forever changing present, is put 
aside in denial against our moment to moment’s isolating grasp 
within projection, of our sense of time, place and being. 
        The process of reality is “what happens”, as we relate with the 
whole body. It involves us “becoming a part” of the whole body. 
There is more to our reality and we are closer to reality, the whole 
body alive in creation. It is the resolution of our isolating settings 
and exclusive assertions. The whole body can be more integrated, as 
we become less isolated. (…3) 
 
to relate with the whole body 
        To relate with the whole body, we must use ways other than 
our usual modes of doing and knowing that keeps us isolated in 
projection, identified with what is in our realiy. Our relation with the 
whole body begins with stopping what we are doing and capturing 
our reality in space. I call this “orientation in space”. 
        Orientation in space is similar to the “suspension” described in 
phenomenology (the study in philosophy of our reality as 
phenomena), where the self is released from its usual association 
with what is experienced. When we stop determining "what's 
what", the components of our reality manifest “as they are”, as 
phenomenon; the self, experience, our deeper being and the 
conscious “there”, in a disassociated suspense termed the epoche 
or aporia (impasse). It is the witness that holds this state, that may 
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be considered the displaced complement to the manifesting or 
phenomenal part of our reality, and that must be there for there to 
be recognition of our reality as phenomena; our reality is conscious 
experience witnessed. (…4) The displacement of the witness keeps 
us in an isolating float, either in our usual identification with what is 
experienced, with the determinable objects of our experience 
“what’s what”, or in our innate disassociated and mesmerised 
suspense as phenomena “as is” - still lost but in identity or “in 
experience” rather than identified with what it experiences; the 
identity or self as an actuality is substantiated only by projection. 
        The actual projected self cannot be grasped within the mind. 
We can only grasp (determine) and grapple with notions or 
concepts of the self. The phrase “self referencing conundrum” 
describes the difficulty when we approach the actual self in our 
usual subject-object ("me and my experience") way of considering 
things. There is repulsion to approaching the actual projected self, 
just as if to maintain the necessary conditions of disassociation and 
displacement for the self to be having an experience and to be able 
to determine “what’s what”. (…6)  
        And so the place for phenomenology. It delivers, within its state 
of suspense or epoche, our self “as is”, as “what is there”. The self is 
included, but not the witness that witnesses. Chasing the mouse 
(self) leads to the self referencing conundrum. The mouse is caught 
in suspense as phenomena but not its tail (witness). 
        The witness must be included, if the process of reality is to 
reach us and release us as a part of our whole. This is not for us as 
self to do, directly. (…5) We can shift in our identity from being the 
transcendent witness or observer, to be the identity  
having an experience, through to being in the experience. However, 
the inclusion of the witness and the self are unfamiliar if not 
impossible events for us in our direct, cognitive or knowing ways.  
        With orientation not only the self but also the witness is 
included as projected actuality and parts. Despite the witness in a 
condition or state of disassociation like pure vacuum, it nevertheless 
occupies space as a black hole exists in its dimensions in outer 
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space. In capturing the self as is, the witness approaches. In 
referring to and introducing the whole body, the witness is included 
because the whole body projects it. 
        The components of our reality are projected in particular 
“places” in relation with the whole body, in particular “shapes” 
within projected “spaces”. Our sense of the self, others and the 
world, of being and existence, extends differently in different 
directions. And we open in different ways in different directions. 
You may notice this of your self and your own situation. It is one of 
the clues to our reality being projection. (…7) 
 
orientation 
        Let us now introduce a more precise spatial orientation to our 
immediate make-up. Consider your reality, as you face the world 
you experience, consisting of : 
 
             the wot (world out there) to the front, 
             the self back, and 
             the witness behind. 
 
        Before reverting back to our usual default 
setting of "I'm it" and "that's the wot", take 
this orientation further by introducing and 
orientating with the whole body. Consider the 
whole body’s core from the head down (in 
geometry the core is the reference for any 
solid body) or simply (without disturbing your 
actuality) consider his/her presence. 
        We are lost in the symmetry of our 
experience, lined-up with it and blinkered, 
until we regard the depths of our make-up 
(projected in space, through body) and relate 
with the whole body. Our projected actuality 
may be recognised, felt and sensed, placed 
and shaped in space and in relation with the 

Questionnaire : 
hc is centred 
to the right of  
the whole body 
- yes 
- no 
- may be 
- not sure 
age sex qualification 
occupation language  
place of residence 
country of birth 
parents children 
left handed 
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whole body. A greater reference or witness cups our previously 
more superficial part including its witness, from underneath and 
behind. (...8)  
        I find, in my case, the projected make-up and actuality of my 
reality with the “world out there” is placed through the right side of 
the whole body. This is apparently the case for others that I have 
shared orientation with, i.e. of our projected actuality including the 
world, in space and in relation with the whole body. This includes 
left handed and left eye dominant people I have met. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
note – the witness is  
indicated in the diagrams  
by a cornering  

         
        And how did you go with orientation in space and with the 
whole body? You may wish to pause and consider your own 
situation, if you have not already done so, and follow the steps 
outlined above from the beginning of this section. 
 
concerns 
        In the entries to follow, I wish to come back to the hc centred 
on the right of the whole body and introduce more of “what is 
there” of our projected actuality, “what happens” to it, and our part 
to play as a projected part of the whole body. Here however, I will 
continue with some general concerns.              
        I believe the projected situation of the hc and what happens to 
it in relating with the whole body, to be as universal and 
fundamental as the placement of our organs and their functionings. 
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Yet the shapes and spaces of our reality, and what happens to our 
projected actuality in relation with the whole body, do not deny our 
individuality. They are the very make-up of our reality that includes 
the sense of our self, freedom, and will. The whole body is the one 
who allows within projection, our sense of being and doing in the 
world. 
        Within the whole body, the universal 
and the individual exists in the one spirit 
that pertains to both the whole 
autonomous individual, and All creation. 
The core is the essence of the whole 
entity, and, for the whole entity being in 
and of creation, the core is also the 
essence of All creation. This single essence 
of both All creation and the whole entity, 
within at the core of each and every entity 
in creation, is the spirit.  (see O ii for a 
further exposition on the spirit) 
        Our destiny unfolds, in our relation with the whole body. It is 
the process of us becoming more a part of the whole body, and the 
whole body becoming more complete with the integration of 
her/his parts. It is “what happens”, the process of reality. I like to 
think that as we relate with the whole body, it happens because we 
are "touched" by the spirit through the whole body. However, 
“what happens” (as we relate with the whole body) is beyond our 
understanding and cognition, as are the actuality of our projected 
self and the whole body in reality. 
        Orientation captures the “where” of our projected reality, 
introduces the whole body and helps initiate the process of reality. 
Orientation is a response to the difficulties within projection, of 
relating with reality and the whole body. 
        Our individual identity, particular social and cultural 
backgrounds, physical and gender sense and being, indeed our 
sensuality, alienation and sexuality, as well as our sense of others 
and the world we relate with within our reality, are projected by the 
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whole human body. The whole body is the one that was named; 
unique, individual and autonomous, yet interdependent with the 
rest of creation and life on Earth; the one touched by the rest of 
creation. 
        As a projected identity, all is experience for us; there is nothing 
else in projection. In that sense, one could say that in relating with 
the whole body, nothing is denied and everything is fulfilled beyond 
our wildest dreams, because the whole body encompasses our 
projected reality, including imagination, wild or not. And all that 
happens is we become a part of the whole body – the whole body 
next to other whole beings, true on Earth and real in creation - 
inclusive of the projected witnesses, the "backstops", reference and 
displaced complement to our reality of conscious experience. 
        Becoming a part of the whole body is self actualising and self 
fulfilling, because that is what we are. It is embodying and self 
referencing according to the profound and simple truth of the 
whole body and our projected part. We remain in our delusion, 
about our projected reality, our self, and our experience of others 
and our world being reality, unless we, as a projected part, can refer 
to the whole body in and of reality. 
        I am interested, as you may be, in verifying whether the 
“where” of and “what happens” to the hc in relation with the whole 
body, are indeed common to all. This would in the least establish 
the whole body as the universal reference for the hc, reality and 
their process.  
        Encompassing our individuality and embodying independence 
as well as interdependence in creation with0020dother whole 
beings, the whole body offers a future, from his/her presence in the 
present, that is hard to imagine. Indeed, actuality and destiny are in 
themselves hard to grasp (if not impossible in our reality). Yet, made 
common by the whole body, they are more so hard to imagine – a 
reality and destiny for us all. As the projecting source of our reality, 
the whole body is beyond our knowing or cognition, intuition and 
instinct. 
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        If only we can distinguish the self from the whole self, our 
reality from reality. We may hope then to relate with that whole 
being we are a part of, and one day represent. Can we dare not 
consider what is actually there and the truth of our part?  
 
 
                             _________________________________ 
 
 
Notes 
1 
- anatomy and physiology : nerves connect muscle and sensory organs 
in all parts of the body to the CNS; nerve impulses cause movement in 
the body and sensation to reach the CNS 
- electric stimulation to different parts of the exposed brain cause 
complete events to be experienced by the conscious patient during 
craniotomy 
- effects of strokes and other injuries or lesions in certain parts of the 
brain and results of recovery with removal of tumours and blood clots 
- various techniques of computed imaging or scans, such as CT or CAT 
(X-rays), MRI and f-MRI (magnetic resonance detect deoxygenated 
haemoglobin and so blood flow associated with neuron activity), EROS 
(infra-red light detect neuronal activity directly), can associate events in 
human reality to sites localised within the CNS in time and place 
- EEG (electroencephalogram) or electric brain waves (alpha, beta 
gamma etc.) correlate with different states 
2       Kant said we can’t – know reality. A split was established in 
classical Greek philosophy between Plato’s ideas and forms of a world 
supposedly known to the “trained” so called philosophical or intuitive 
mind, of absolute truths and universal existence from which emanate 
the phenomenal world or what we may sense, set against Aristotle and 
what can be determined from the marvels of that phenomenal world. 
Since Kant (German philosopher 1724-1804), absolute existence - the 
thing-in-itself or noumenon as coined by him - is generally considered 
unknowable even if it exists. Emphasis has been placed, against 
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noumenon, on phenomenon and what we can observe. Science takes a 
step further and considers “it does not exist if it cannot be measured”. 
3       From having to carry an isolated identity with its own agenda, 
based on “I’m it” or “it’s up to me”, the whole body can be more 
integrated, as we become less isolated. Potentially, the whole self can 
exist next to other integrated whole beings if we, not only our self but 
others in their self, can transcend the usual sense of association we 
hold each other to; with eye contact (visual), the mind’s latch 
(cognitive), soul’s reach (emotive) and sense of physical bond (somatic). 
We are further held in our reality by deeper senses of our self and one 
another. By referring to the whole body, these deeper settings are also 
encompassed. 
4       A witness and a level of consciousness must have been present for 
us to be able to experience, recall and describe our selves and our 
experiences as memories of any experiences, including dreams, 
hypnotic, drug induced and mystic or spiritual. The witness’ 
transcendence is commonly referred to in the practice of meditation. 
5       Directness or immediacy with our experience gives us a sense of 
being real and actually doing. But our sense of doing and being is 
projected sense; the whole body actually does and is in reality, touching 
and interacting with other entities, as well as encompassing all we 
experience.    
6       This difficulty in trying to grasp the self is analogous to trying to 
take a picture of a camera with a camera. The self displaced from what 
it experiences, is the necessary setting for having an experience in the 
usual determining or cognitive ways. 
7       What we see in vision, what we hear with sound, our spacial 
sense, as well as our intuitive and instinctive  senses, are placed in 
different places. They help give us a sense of being in the world, but on 
closer examination it cannot be actual because they are particular, of 
various modalities, incomplete and uneven. We expect reality and so 
ignore our reality’s incongruities, but if we can understand that it is 
projection, and that its purpose as indication is to help us be functional, 
then we are free to accept and acknowledge our part as projection, and 
consider reality. 
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8       A greater reference or deeper witness recognises our previously 
more superficial construct or make-up. This process to deeper settings 
does not go on for ever but extends in levels, bound by the whole body. 
The levels can be mapped and are involved in the sequential process of 
our integration according to the process of reality.  
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Orientation i 
The hc (human condition) : a brain-spine projection 

 
 

We, as an identity having an experience, are projected by 
the Central Nervous System or brain-spine.  

We may capture ourselves by orientating in space, then orientate 
with the whole body, to introduce reality and its process. 

 
Reality here will be defined as the whole body alive in creation.  

Being “experiential” is introduced as our doorway to reality. 
 

 
human condition and reality (hc.r) 
        We tend to regard what we see, hear and feel as reality when in 
fact they are experience. We may question what reality is, whether 
we can go beyond having an experience or if anything exists at all. 
And what of the self having an experience?                                                                  
        Our sense of self, each other and the world are created by the 
CNS (Central Nervous System) or brain-spine (includes the nerve 
roots). Information of our surroundings, body and inner processes 
are put together and projected to manifest as “our reality”. This is 
indicated by the very anatomy and physiology of the nervous 
system, and the brain-spine is confirmed as the place of our reality 
by studies of the CNS with computed tomography scans (CT or CAT, 
MRI and other scans) and other techniques. (…1) 
        Our reality, of conscious experience and sense of being, exists. 
However, there is much that we avoid as we identify with, and hold 
to, our sense and ideas of self, others and the world. “There’s more 
than what meets the eye”, more than what we capture with our 
senses and our notions. 
        Beyond “our reality”, of sense and notion, our self and the 
world we experience, is the brain-spine that projects our reality. The 
brain-spine in turn is a part of the whole body. And it is the whole 
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The question    

arises in 

determining          

the brain-spine       

as our source,       

the source of        

our projected 

reality, "What 

should our     

relation be? -         

with the whole 

body”. 

body “who” is alive in creation among other actual entities. (…2)  
        That, is reality.  
        Whether you agree or disagree, think you exist or not, “where” 
we question, consider, determine and identify, our reality, is 
projected from within the brain-spine. We as identity exist in 
projection. We are not in actual reality, the whole body is. Real, 
solid in and of gravity, present in the present, alive next to others on 
Earth. We are a part of the whole body and so reality, but only as 
projection from within the brain-spine. 
        That is our relation with reality. 
        Our reality has been called an illusion. To 
regard it as reality, when it is projection, may 
be considered a delusion. To conclude “I’m it” 
and “That’s the world out there” is to short 
change ourselves, for the sense of reality is not 
reality. Yet, in the human condition, we have a 
strong tendency to be isolated in our sense and 
notion of our self and the world, exclusive of a 
relation with the whole body, and so reality. 
        Our identity and what we experience of 
the world we consider outside, the worlds 
within or supposed realms beyond, are 
projection.  
        For us in our projected reality, all entities 
in reality can only manifest as projected 
versions. Real entities are sensed by the whole 
body, then created and projected by the CNS. 
We, as an identity in projection, are closer in 
his/her being to the rest of creation and other 
whole and actual entities in reality. The whole 
body, we belong to as a projected part, is a 
special entity “who” may reach and affect us 
like no other - “he/she” encompasses all influences that reach 
us, positive and negative, and is more than their sum. 
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        The whole body is the reference for everything we experience, 
of our selves, life, reality and their processes, the “universal 
reference” for us all. 
 
world out there (wot) 
        In the immediate instance, the 
“wot” (world out there) is mainly visual 
and is as seen from behind. It is a 
projection in that the information 
received in our brain is put together and 
“placed” out there. We identify “I’m it” 
back from the wot and conclude that 
what we see is real. In thus determining 
(our) reality in terms of what we 
experience, the whole body disappears 
with the rest of creation! (…3)              
        It is taught in high school biology that the optical information 
(via optic nerves and from the eyes) is put together by the brain to 
create the visual experience. It is an indication of what is out there, 
but an indication of reality is not reality. 
        The term perception implies a more direct relation to reality ("I 
perceive it” vs "I have an experience of it"). Our perception may be 
enhanced optically (telescopes and microscopes) and mechanically 
(on/off of machines and tick/cross of questionnaires) to help create 
more and more powerful models of reality; powerful in not being 
wrong (science can only prove its theories to not be wrong), in being 
convincing (more probable), and in their application (which initially 
impress but we quickly become accustomed to). 
        Projection is a term used in psychology, but it is introduced 
here as the fundamental process of creating our experience, our 
reality. The CNS projects our reality; our reality exists in projection. 
The actual whole body exists in reality and does not exist where we 
are, in projection. 
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construct - beyond the phenomena of experience and sense of self 
        We as an identity, and our experience are parts of a construct, 
projected from within the brain-spine, past anatomical and physical 
boundaries. We occupy shapes in spaces projected through and 
displacing of the solid body. The world we think we are in, we 
breathe and live or exist in, is also projected through and from the 
whole body. 
         The arbitrary references for determining our reality and 
regarding our self, leads to where even the existence of the self and 
the world can become uncertain. One may just stop at the 
phenomena of “me and my experience” and keep ourselves 
occupied in our shaky self assuring state, but as Lord Byron pointed 
out over 200 years ago, there seems to be more to the self and the 
world than our hazy indications. (…4)                               
        The fact that we can recognise our self and experience means 
that there is more. A reference is involved, often recognised to be 
visual and so, called a witness. 
        Some may call it the conscience, in meditating traditions the 
“observing self” or “transcendent witness”. In the modern 
psychological approach of Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, 
the “self-as-context” refers to what may be regarded as the arena or 
the back ground reference to our reality.  
        The approach is based on contextualism, a modern philosophy 
that proposes matters including notions such as meaning, truth and 
purpose, are dependant on a person’s make-up (their language, 
culture, personal back ground, word view and their causal order or 
sense of what happens). By maintaining a detached yet 
acknowledging attitude, “just observing”, we loosen or “diffuse” our 
self binding contexts, and release the self from the thoughts, 
feelings, behaviours and body senses that may keep us identified 
in often harmful isolating ways. 
        Adopted directly into western psychology from a Buddhist 
meditating practice, Mindfulness also helps to shift us from 
becoming stuck or lost in a particular state or condition. It teaches 
us to be the "self in the moment" by attentively observing our  
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immediate and current experiences, including thoughts, feelings, 
actions, and sensations. 
        The self may right and our context “reframe” or adjust,  
indeed our reality change, while we are the transcendent witness. 
But what about our relation with the whole body? Can we not relate 
with the whole of "whom" we are a part? What if we were to 
capture our reality as projection and introduce reality, the whole 
body alive in creation, and include the witness? The witness is 
included in our relation with the whole body because the witness is 
projected by the whole body.              
        We can recognise the phenomena of “me and my experience", 
it is “there”. Include the reference or witness by which we are 
aware, and we have “construct”, our projected make-up. 
        Let us now orientate our projected construct in space, and 
capture “our reality”. Stop what you may be doing and turn off or 
turn away from anything that may be going on. 
 
orientation - in space 
        Vision is projection, projected by 
the brain-spine, from photonic 
impressions received through the eyes. 
        Vision of the wot (world out there) 
is projected to the front. We, as an 
identity having an experience, are 
behind the vision, in our head. 
        The reference or witness is behind. 
         
 

 
 
Note - the witness is represented in this  
and the next diagrams by a cornering. 
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orientation – with the whole body 
        I will ask you now to slow down and settle with the depth of 
your own construct, and regard the whole body. 
        You may consider or follow the steps set out below.  
 
1  There in front is the wot (world out there). 
2  Back from there, you are having an experience. You could say for 
yourself, "I am my self, back from out there, having an experience". 
3  The witness is behind aware of that, of yourself and experience. 
4  While maintaining the depth through your construct, consider 
your sense of the whole body. (...5)  
 
        You may have a sense of where your projected actuality and 
the projected make-up or construct of your reality is placed in 
relation with the whole body. 
        Sensations, thoughts and what may be considered processes or 
happenings may be noticed or arise, come and go, surround you, 
penetrate and swamp your reality and impose on or distract you 
and what you are trying to do. Gently, without avoiding or shaking 
off these seemingly extra parts to you and what you are doing and 
without adding to the situation with too much initiative, focus or 
will, keep coming back to consider the depths of your reality and the 
whole body. Expose or present yourself and your reality to a whole 
body who must be there. 
        When we have stepped out “in the 
experience” or lined up with it, we cannot have a 
sense of where we are in relation with the whole 
body. We are lost in our projected symmetry until 
the depth of our make-up (construct) is related 
with the whole body. Changes occur in our 
projected reality when we make our selves 
“presentable” (orientation in space) and “relate 
with” the whole body (orientation with the 
whole body). We shift from our usual sense of 
symmetry within our construct, to a sense of 

from behind – circles  
indicate where we  
line up and face the wot 
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“where” that symmetry is, in relation with the whole body. It is the 
start of our relation with the whole body.  
        I have found the projected make-up and the actuality of my 
reality as I line-up with the “world out there”, is placed centred 
through the right side of the whole body. It has been the case for 
others that I have shared orientation with, and have come to regard 
the placement of our projected reality to be as fundamental as the 
placement of our organs. (…6) 
        “The depths of our reality, as we face the wot, is centred 
through the right side of the whole body”, is here presented as a 
proposition that may be verified personally and individually, 
according to the steps outlined above. In subsequent chapters 
however, it will be referred to as an actuality.  
        Several “orientations” on different occasions may be necessary 
before the hold of symmetry loosen for you. It occurs in relation 
with the whole body. Do not persevere for too long, 3 minutes is 
probably enough. Do not make “centred to the right" a goal, nor is it 
a test to pass. There are additional instructions in Note 7 at the end 
of this chapter that may be utilised. Looking or trying too hard is 
counter-productive. We want to be as is, natural and general, and 
regard our whole, the whole body beyond our line-up with what we 
experience. 
        Inherent problems and difficulties arise in trying to describe, 
determine and verify one’s reality. There are many and shifting 
perspectives and references we may but attempt to consider. I have 
mentioned in “Introduction”, the difficulty of approaching the self 
(self referencing conundrum) and including the witness. The mere 
mention of how things might be or pre-empting what we may 
experience, can interfere with or influence a person’s reality.  
         We are both the subject to and subjected to, what we sense of 
others and the situation or environment we are in. To shield our 
reality to preserve some supposed untouched pristine originality or 
autonomous individuality would, in itself, be an artificial influence 
on our reality. That is why in mentioning the possibility of being 
“centred to the right”, I have tried to establish the method for 
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approaching our actuality first, for orientation in space and with the 
whole body. 
        Orientation is a method that allows us to recognise “where” we 
are projected in relation with the whole body. “Where we are” is 
not a thing to correct or to be correct about, but an important clue 
to us being a projected part and so regard one’s whole, whether 
centred through the right or not.  
        We must acknowledge our uncertainty and unknowing. In 
science and philosophy, theories and ideas are entertained and 
applied knowing they are shadows of reality. Curiosity and 
scepticism can only hone our theories and ideas to approach the 
mysterious truths of Nature, whole being and the Universe. Reality 
will always be beyond knowledge and beyond our reality of 
conscious experience. Who is real is beyond our notion and sense; 
we can be certain of our part in reality through a relation with our 
whole. 
        Let us remind ourselves that our reality is projection 
and includes our theories and ideas as well as our knowing and 
unknowing. Consider your relation with reality, the whole body alive 
in creation. The projected actuality of our reality “there” may be 
related with the whole body who “must be there”, with orientation. 
The hc and the whole body, and ways to capture the hc and refer to 
the whole body, will be further explored and presented in the 
chapters to follow. 
 
experiential - doorway to reality  
        From in the experience or having an experience, and rather 
than become the transcendent witness, we become "experiential", 
let us call it, when we are included as a projected actuality. Our 
reality, including the self, is captured in space as projection, ready to 
relate/be related with the whole body. 
        A shift is induced, in our awareness, sense of self, perspective 
and scope. Matters are less certain or determinable than in the 
usual ways that we grasp things. The separation and disassociation, 
across which we normally identify with what we determine, soften, 
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all within brain-spine projection and in relation with the whole 
body. 
        In being experiential, we are experience or of experience and 
become the "self as experience". The last three terms thrust us into 
the "self referencing conundrum", or the struggle to maintain the 
disassociation necessary for the self to have an experience 
(Introduction - to relate with the whole body). Beyond experience is 
projection, and with projection or in being a projected actuality is 
the possibility of relating with the whole body, for we are a 
projected part.      
         Our relation with whole body is beyond the normal directness 
with things "other" than self, beyond what we normally regard as 
tangible within our notion and sense; the whole body is a special 
"other" or “not self” in that the self is his/her part. He/she is the 
whole of all our realities and more. 
        I will stay with "experiential" to refer to the self captured as a 
projected actuality, rather than the self "of experience" or "as 
experience".   
         Capturing our self experiential is the pivotal step in relating 
with the whole body and becoming a part. From in the experience 
and having an experience, and without mesmerising into blankness 
(Emptiness - O ii), nor transcendence to becoming the witness, we 
may stop and slow with our self. Beyond the need to maintain 
disassociation for the sake of having an experience, and determining 
and judging what we experience, we may become experiential and 
relate with the whole body as a projected actuality. 
        Being experiential is different from being transcendental where 
you become the witness. We as an identity exist in our projected 
construct among disassociated parts. The witness is an always 
transcendent part. We become transcendental when we shift in our 
identity to become the witness. In passive detachment from the rest 
of our make-up, there is stillness, and an unravelling may occur of 
our involvement with what we experience, in front of the witness’s 
state of disassociation (as mentioned in the section "construct - 
beyond the phenomena of experience and sense of self" where, 
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together with Acceptance and Commitment Therapy and 
Mindfulness, the witness was introduced).  
        In being experiential however, is the inclusion of our self, the 
witness can approach, and our projected actuality, including the 
witness, can be in relation with, and affect and be affected by the 
whole body.  
        We are the long lost key. In being experiential the doorway to 
reality opens. Let our relation with the whole body begin. 
 
 
                             _________________________________ 
 
 
Notes 
1       Various techniques of computed imaging or scans, such as CT or 
CAT (X-rays), MRI (magnetic resonance detect deoxygenated 
haemoglobin and so blood flow associated with neuron or nerve cell 
activity), EROS (infra-red light detect neuronal activity directly and 
immediately though does not penetrate deeply), can associate events 
in human reality to sites localised within the CNS.    
        Our changing reality is there as brain activity to be differentiated 
and localised; “our reality” is site specific. Site of activity is most 
probably where our reality is created in the brain-spine. However, the 
site of activity is different from where our reality is projected or 
manifests (with which we can orientate).  Also, our reality may be 
projected by Martians or a big central computer in Mars or elsewhere. 
Like in the movie “Matrix” it is difficult to tell where our reality comes 
from, while being in it. It is scientifically and philosophically correct, 
however, to adopt the less fantastic model that explains everything ie. 
that our reality is projected from the whole body by his/her CNS. 
        EEG (electroencephalogram) monitor electric activity called brain 
waves (Alpha, Beta etc) that correlate with particular states of 
consciousness. Neurology and Neurosurgery, intervenes medically with 
physical injuries and disease to the nervous system that change a 
patient’s reality. Surgery and the result of repair, as well as the 
reported complete and very real experiences from conscious patients 
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during surgery that are associated with stimulating particular points on 
the surface of their brain, are very physical evidence for the brain-spine 
as the site and source of our reality. 
2       Creation is here defined as what is actually there in reality, in 
contrast to experience and projection. The whole body is solid matter 
in and of gravity, alive and actually there present in the present. The 
whole body, being of creation, is creation. Real beyond existential, 
transcendental, experience and projection, actual amongst other 
entities and touched by the rest of creation, the whole body together 
with the rest of creation is or makes up All creation. 
        All creation is the Universe and Nature, the whole thing and 
everything, substance, essence and force. All creation is God, creation 
and the creator if creation needs a creator. Creation is there, is and 
happening (creation-destruction-creation….). 
        In essence, at the core of each and every one and thing, in and of 
creation, is God-presense or spirit. It is at the gravitational centre of the 
autonomous entity where the concentrated one-ness of the whole 
entity is one with the essence of All creation; it is at the core at the 
base of the dome of the diaphragm for humans and mammals (see O 
ii).  
3       Reality, its solidness, is not to be seen, though it must be there 
and we may relate and be influenced by it from within brain-spine 
projection.  We are free to form our own world views, express them 
and even influence others’ but as we hold to “our reality”, actual reality 
is forgotten; it seems not to exist at all. 
4       In fact many philosophers, artists and poets have considered the 
arbitrary transience of the hc. Plato described men held in caves 
identifying with the shadows on the walls as reality. When brought out 
of the caves, they chose to ignore the real world and return to their 
familiar shadows. 
5       Within projection we can only have notion and sense of things. 
The whole body that we are a part of however, is a special entity 
precisely because we are a part of her/him. Other entities reach us in 
projection through the whole body. 
        In contemplating, introducing, referring to and relating or 
orientating with the whole body, we are dealing with a sense of whole 
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body projected by the brain-spine, not the actual. Yet, this is effective 
in inducing a different outcome (within brain-spine projection) to when 
we hold to and so are isolated in “I’m it and that’s the wot”, identified 
with the projected manifestation that is our self, and of other entities 
and the world. 
6       Vision has been used here to introduce the depth of our makeup 
(construct). Our experiences through other senses of the wot are also 
witnessed (or referenced; a reference by which we are aware, is a more 
general term compared to witness which is more specific to vision) as 
“our/my” reality. The same approach of orientation in space and 
introducing whole body applies in inducing our relation with reality. 
        As I understand it, left and right eye dominance or the tendency to 
see through either one of the eyes, is a different matter to the right 
centredness of our reality. Our sense of the two eyes and lining up 
through either to see is experienced by the identity “which” with the 
witness is centred to the right of the whole body “who” must be 
actually there with real eyes (that we cannot see). “Our” eyes are 
projected. Indeed we tend towards the image from one eye more that 
the other. The reality of that however, is indicated in “our” reality 
projected centred to the right. 
        I have introduced orientation to a person who is almost completely 
blind in the right eye. Presumably he functions with the vision from the 
left eye. Yet he finds the construct of his projected reality centred to 
the right. Neither does left handedness seem to change the “where” of 
the hc. 
7       Straighten up and face the front through your body (ie. eyes, face, 
bust, breast, belly). The whole body needs to be promoted for the hc to 
related with. This is because the whole body tends to be compromised 
in his/her commitment to the self and its isolating identification with its 
reality. 
        You can half close your eyes to soften the dominance of vision. If 
you close them, open them occasionally so that you do not get 
mesmerized or lost in your inner vision. Orientate your reality in space 
and with the whole body, include your self and experience. 
        Repeat the four steps. Have them read to you or voice them in 
your mind. 
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        Touch your face, head and the rest of the body readily reached by 
the hands in an even sweep, to give a gentle reminder of the body - via 
an experience of the body through touch. 
        Spend time in deeper consideration. Be prepared to stop what you 
are doing for some minutes. Slow to approach your self, then slow for 
the whole body, before introducing the whole body’s actuality.        
        Remember the whole body is there all the time. Other references 
for the whole body include - the core as a reference for any solid body, 
the whole body is actually breathing, the whole body is present in the 
present, touched by the rest of creation, solid in gravity, and next to 
other actual whole beings. 
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image of the whole body,  
touched by the rest of creation 
 

Orientation ii 
Reality : whole body alive in creation 

 
 

The whole solid body is touched by the rest of creation. 
 

The spirit is the essence of both 
All creation and the whole entity.  

It is one, “within at core” 
of each and every one and thing, in and of creation. 

 
We are Isolated in the hc, as we as identity  

identify with what we experience in our projected reality,  
lost from the spirit, unknowing of the whole body, 

our projected actuality,  
and our part apart from reality. 

 
Relating with the whole body takes us beyond our usual  

ways of doing, knowing and experiencing. 
 
             
how it is 
        The rest of creation touches the whole body. We can see some 
indication of this in others. But we cannot 
see the whole body, touched by the rest of 
creation or not, of our own situation. 
        We, as an identity having an 
experience, are a mere speck of 
imagination, literally because we are 
projection created by the brain-spine. We 
are closer to the presence of the real 
world and other whole beings in reality, in 
regarding from within projection, the 
whole body we belong to as a projected 
part.  
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          our reality : 
          Our reality extends  
          and the spaces we occupy open, 
          different ways in different directions. 
 
          We usually ignore this,               
          the particularity of our construct,               
          to identify with the indications               
          the senses bring. 
 
          Just two dimensional images 
          from one surface of  
          whole things in reality 
          touched by the rest of creation,  
          our reality's symmetry. 
           
emptiness, nothingness and the spirit 
 

"Emptiness" is the disassociation within and through 
which, we are having an experience. It is our immediate 
environment, the spaces between experience, identity, 
the conscious and witness. (Kuu of Zen Buddhism) 

 
“Nothingness" is the absence of the solid body that is 
actually there. From where we are having an experience, 
within projection, the solid whole body disappears with 
the rest of creation. (Mu of Zen Buddhism)   

 
        Reality, of the solid whole body and the rest of creation, is 
displaced by projection. Their actuality disappears from within our 
projected reality, but manifest by projection in Emptiness as 
Nothingness, and the spirit we may experience at the centre of 
Nothingness. It is the closest we get to reality in projection, where 
the rest of creation that touches the whole body is a long, long way 
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away, at the end of Nothingness. Do not seek but relate with the 
whole body who encompass our all. 
 

spirit is 

spirit is : 
“God is everything”, “all is creation”,              
the spirit is everywhere 
not just at core. 
But within projection, 
displaced by projection, 
for us is oneness, the essence of reality. 
The whole body alive in creation and All creation God, 
one, within at core 
of Nothingness. 
 
For each one of us, 
there is only the one spirit. 
It is reality in its entirety 
displaced by projection, 
as essence.  

It is the essence of creation,  
of both All creation and the whole body.  
It is one, and in each and every one and thing  
both unique, as essence of the individual whole body,  
and universal, as essence of All creation God. 

It is at the gravitational centre, our reference, 
geometric and concentrated point 
of the autonomous whole entity  
as well as All creation.  

It is, for us humans and mammals, 
at the core of the base of our 
domed diaphragm,  
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our gravitational centre.  
For us having an experience,  
it is the one and only indication of  
what "is" and is happening.  

It is in and out, the oneness of All creation,  
and the singular criterion and proof  
of our part in creation.      

It is life, matter and love,  
essence of Nature, Universe and All creation God. 

 
 
          I have introduced the spirit as the one essence of All creation 
and the whole body. As of any experience, we may regard all 
possible experiences of the spirit as projection, and refer to the 
whole body that we and our experience belong to as projected 
parts.  
        Oneness, associated with the dissolution of the self or ego, is 
recognised as a core universal, cosmic or divine truth worldwide. It 
is felt and held to be the fundamental reason and force for life and 
existence, of an all-inclusive reality, love, or god - omnipotent, 
omnipresent, omniscient (all knowing) and eternal. Most cultures 
believe, understand, and know of it in religious, spiritual, mystical, 
or personal contexts. 
        The dissolution of our self can occur as we become a part of the 
whole body, where conscious experience is with no self or of any 
particular experience (with no self to determine the experience). 
This does not make sense for the self. It is beyond our knowing and 
understanding, from beyond even our unknowing. There, is a 
profound reckoning. We are left with what is remembered of it as 
we come out of oneness, back towards our usual state and 
manifestation, of disassociation and identification, sense and what 
we determine. 
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        Often there is a struggle to incorporate the experience, of the 
state of oneness, into an individual’s life or world view (“what was 
that all about”), and to revisit the state, which often is a once in a 
life-time occurrence. Some may wish and attempt to abide in 
oneness, but generally it is not considered a state or place to be or 
live in permanently. 
        The state of oneness is different to the experience of (the 
manifestation of) the one spirit, where the familiarity of the self 
having an experience remains intact. The whole body may manifest 
at the core, one with the whole of creation or All creation as spirit 
(at the base of the dome of the diaphragm), but also in order down 
from the diaphragm, one 
with all humanity (all 
whole human bodies), 
with all life on Earth, and 
one with Earth, as well as, 
from the diaphragm up, 
one with All creation, all 
emotion, all feeling, all 
thought, all conscious, 
and all space. Thus, there 
are different 
manifestations of 
onenesses through the 
depths of the whole body.        
        Whereas in transcendence we are still there as the witness to 
witness or be aware of the manifestations of onenesses, it seems in 
the states of oneness that there is no self and we become the one 
essence, of the whole entity and the various "all-s".  
        The whole body who is real, substantial, and of creation is 
displaced by projection and manifests in projection in the various 
onenesses and Nothingness. 
        Immanence refers to a divine presence manifesting in, 
pervading or being the material world. It contrasts with a 
transcendent God, outside the world and beyond its time, space and 
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causality, well placed to create or to have created the world. 
Whether “God is immanent, transcendent, both or neither”, is 
sensed, experienced or contemplated, within our reality of 
projection, in Emptiness of disassociation. We can say of our world, 
our sense of others and of our self that the whole body is immanent 
in them for they are of his/her projection, as well as transcendent of 
them for the whole body is beyond projection.  
         It is important to understand that all human experiences, 
including oneness (state and manifestation of), are brain-spine 
projection. The whole body encompasses all human processes, 
including the isolating identification with what we experience within 
our projected reality (within Emptiness). In relating with the whole 
body we may be touched by oneness. The whole self is spirited, not 
the self. The whole body is touched by the rest of creation, not the 
self. 
 
psychosis, knowing and doing 
        It is easy to be lost from the spirit and unknowing of the whole 
body. Away from Nothingness we exist in Emptiness. Reality, the 
whole body in creation, is displaced by projection to be 
Nothingness. We spring out from deep within, and we are out there, 
identified with the projected sense and notion of our self, others 
and the world, and our sense of doing. There seems to be nothing 
else and every involvement reinforces “I’m it”, and “I’m doing it”. 
The whole body moves according to our effort or will, and our 
senses seem to confirm and reinforce the assumption that we, the 
identity, acts, does and is. 
        If we were to pause and consider when a spear is thrown and it 
hits and kills an animal, we may be awed by the coordinated 
physicality of the body and question how the body moves according 
to our intent. “What is our basis?”, “Where do our actions originate 
from?”, and “Who carry’s them out”. We may also be in 
wonderment about the spear, which was next to our head and is 
now in the animal, that the two places must be in the same world. 
Our relation to body, space, time and the world may be questioned 
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and appreciated in awe and wonderment, till the children and your 
mob run up to you with praise for the dinner that you have brought 
home - “Daddy, daddy you got us dinner!” “Yes.…….? I did?!” 
        Being and doing is a mystery, where we play some part. 
However, we are on our own with such sensibilities. It is hardly 
spoken of and is, for most of us, long lost and forgotten, perhaps 
back in our childhood before we became responsible for ourselves 
and others. We live in our world views and causality, of actors and 
action set in language, made of subject (I/you), object (spear) and 
verb (threw). 
        “Gawk’in and talk’in”, we are set in vision and language, and in 
“do’in” something rather than nothing (diversional), but also 
because we can, need to and want to (occupational). And what 
about what we do with one another? Against our varying self-s, 
undeterminable reality and awe (unknowing), and one another, 
our knowing is a mutually binding agreement or conspiracy, a 
“common psychosis” (as coined by sociologists in the 70’s - goes 
with the "quiet scream of the suburbs"). 
         We join this linguistic social bind, rising from existential 
depths, and as if to avoid personal and social anarchy or chaos. Even 
with pictures or photos of ourselves and mirrors, we don’t really 
know what we look like or how others see us. While not sure of 
ourselves, we “step out” and lose ourselves in the “gawk talk” and 
“I’m do’in it” conspiracy. 
 
          "I'm it" pretence : 
          It’s a common psychosis 
          paranoid and narcissistic 
          if not obsessive and schizophrenic 
          and it’s enough to make you socially manic 
          if not depressive in an existential panic, who me? 
          
          Work and play 
          to meet the day 
          it’s therapeutic and functional 
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          be sure and positive 
          whether occupational or diversional, who am I? 
           
          Soldier on (and on) till off 
          never mind the determining trough    
          in fear (mind your step) of an existential stall 
          close to the reality wind 
          we sail fair to thee all, what are we? 
 
          Hedonistic talking heads and vectored 
          we each pop open sails billowed 
          front, up and out right 
          skewered skew’if and secured 
          cornered across centred tight, what might we do? 
 
        We must consider our true source for the simple fact that we 
are a part. The whole body, the nervous system and our part as 
projection, must be the basis for regarding anything of ourselves, 
one another and reality, including what to do. 
        The brain-spine is tapped into the whole body like a dip-stick 
into reality, with a domed split dollop on top for the brain. The 
brain-spine is the intermediary between our projected actuality (hc) 
and actual reality, the whole body alive in creation. 
        There should be no problem between reality, and indication 
within our projected reality. Yet, it seems we are alone. There’s  
 
nothing else but to identify with what we experience. (…1) The 
brain-spine would think, “What? Again?! Ok, as you are. I’ll just 
support you and go along with you up in your reality as always, 
away from reality, and wait.” 
        The brain-spine must strain to hold the hc and our part, 
“identified within its symmetry (reality)”, against the whole body 
solid in gravity. Instead the CNS may float and hang true, in its 
integral symmetry with the whole body. The whole body settles 
through its depths, as the whole body and CNS align in gravity and 
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with each other. (I will discuss this ideal between the whole body 
and the CNS in O iv). 
        Can we relate with the individual whole body in creation, from 
within projection, from inside our reality? Can we be affected and 
influenced by the whole body, we belong to as a part? What can we 
do beyond our usual modes of doing and knowing? As a projected 
part, shouldn't we seek to relate with the whole body, regularly? Is 
there ever a need to deny the whole body, of whom we are a part? 
How else to reach beyond, and to be reached within our projected 
reality, within our sense and notion of the self, others, and the 
world? How else can we be relieved, redeemed from having to be 
the “I’m it me” all the time? 
 
the 3 things we can do 
        We are normally identified with our self and our experience, 
exclusive of the rest of whole self. Our usual modes of doing and 
knowing reinforce, and keep us isolated in, our sense of “I’m it”, 
“that’s the wot” and “I’m doing it”. The reality of the whole body is 
beyond our direct efforts and reckoning. 
        There are however, the “3 things that we can do" to make a 
difference ie. to reach beyond our normal modes of knowing, 
sensing, and doing, and initiate the process of reality - of becoming 
an integral rather than being an isolated part of the whole body.  
 
The "3 things" are : 
          the "3 things we can do":   
          1  “Promote the whole body" and STOP. 
          2  “Capture the hc”; orientate in space, and with the  
               whole body. 
          3  “Introduce reality”, the whole body alive in creation. 
 
        In becoming more a part of the whole body, we become less 
narrow and tight, less bright but broader and deep than in the 
spotlight of our determining focus. We go beyond the mesmerised 
fish-eyed (as in lens) blankness as the witness approaches. The 
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witness and our self are included when the whole body is referred 
to, because the whole body projects our construct (or make-up), 
including the witness. 
        Be knowing, be there as you are. Be experiential (O i). Trust the 
whole body. You and everything you experience are in projection. 
You may be drawn back towards your default setting, back towards 
your usual sense and notion of your self, others, and the world. The 
above steps through to “introduce reality” – step 3 may be repeated 
over the time you have for yourself and reality. 
        I will elaborate on the “3 things we can do” in the rest of this O 
ii chapter, and in the chapters to follow. They represent the 
essential steps to initiating the process of reality. Eventually, your 
relation with the whole self will extend beyond the time you set 
aside for it, but also beyond the method. After all, the whole body is 
there all of our time, present in the present, beyond whether you 
consider him/her or not. 
        “Promote the whole body” – step 1, may simply be the 
extending of one’s trunk and facing the front. We must “promote” 
or stir the whole body, so that there is something of the whole body 
for us in the hc to relate with and be affected by. This is necessary 
because the whole body is physically compromised by his/her 
commitment to us, straining to hold our virtual symmetry isolated 
as well as centred right.  
        However, do not labour at or persist in this first step. We are 
not a free agent to act upon and perfect or complete it. Our efforts 
at manipulating the whole body in our usual “direct” ways of doing, 
must be limited, because we are a limited part, and in projection. 
        So, “promote the whole body” and STOP. The stop completes   
step 1 before proceeding to the next two steps of the “3 things”. 
        Slow for the self (projected actuality) and then, slow with the 
whole body for "capture the hc" - step 2. They correlate with the 
two aspects of orientation, in space and with the whole body. It is a 
matter of making our selves “presentable” in being experiential (of 
self, O i) to relate with the whole body, rather than lost identified in 
what we experience.        
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        The difficulties, in our usual modes of doing and knowing, of 
approaching the actuality of the self and including the disassociated 
witness, was discussed in “Introduction” and orientation was 
explained there as a response to those difficulties. Orientation is 
further introduced in demonstrating a number of “techniques” of 
orientation in O iii. 
        The third step “introduce reality” is a contemplative act of 
regarding and introducing our sublime sovereign entity (of whom 
we are a projected part), in and of reality, the whole body alive in 
creation. We must refer to the whole body in "not direct" terms. 
Otherwise we are back, ahead of the self referencing conundrum, in 
cognition or mesmerisation but identified with what it is we 
experience. 
        Here are some references for the whole body. 
 
          references for the whole body : 
          1  The core is a reference for any solid entity (geometry). 
          2  The other end (pelvis) is a clue for the solid whole body. 
          3  The whole body is solid in gravity and present in the 
present. 
          4  The whole body is touched by the rest of creation. 
          5  The whole body is actually breathing. 
          6  The whole body is there always . 
          7  The whole body is with nerve roots, spinal cord, and brain. 
          8  The whole body is on the other side of the brain-spine from        
               projection. 
          9  The whole body is next to other whole beings.  
        10  The whole body is spirited at the core. 
          
        With orientation, our reality is captured as a projected part of 
the whole body; projected shapes in spaces, and in places in relation 
with the whole body. Reality, the whole body alive in creation, can 
then be introduced. 
        Orientation helps us to be influenced by the whole body and 
to initiate the process of reality, of our self and our projected reality 
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becoming more a part of the whole body, and the whole body 
becomes a more complete and integrated whole. 
        Orientation is not a rigorous system, yet in introducing actuality 
to the hc and reality, it may influence and provide a definitive 
reference or standard for all human activities and processes.  
 
 
                             _________________________________ 
 
 
Notes 
1        More on the hc in an Isolating identification within its own 
projected reality :        
        I believe it is the fear based flight/fight response that takes us to 
and keeps us in, our isolating identification with our sense and notion 
of our self, the world and others. We put a hold on the rest of “our” 
being “hang on a sec (second)”, determine and judge “friend or foe”, 
and act or rather think we do when it is the whole body who actually 
does everything.  
        The “suspend judgment” of phenomenology delivers the self in a 
suspended state, as is, caught within the “epoche” of our moment. 
Emptiness (disassociation through which we are having an experience, 
in projection) is our impasse or aporia (not porous, no way through; 
together with the self as is and epoche, these are terms used in 
phenomenology). Mesmerised and aloof before the “friend or foe” cliff 
edge, we are triggered to leap forth into the wot (world out there). Like 
an automated toy soldier, we “jump to”, “step out”, or just “fall out”, 
but the self and the wot are projected within projected  Emptiness.  
        We surface from existential mire, determining and deciding “I’m 
it”, “who is”, “what’s what”, and “what to do”. Together with or apart 
from the “talking heads” out there, we pretend to know, be and do, 
and expect or presume of the world to follow. We can be surprised 
when the world seems to exist separate from us. We even panic when 
the world seems to move on and leave us behind.  
        Is the world my oyster or is it everyone’s? This confusion is 
reasonable, because the world is projected by the whole body and yet, 
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in projection is also the indication of its separation from the whole 
body. Whether the world is our own, or separate and independent 
from our self, cannot be clarified unless we recognise and realise our 
relation with the whole body in reality. We can understand our self as a 
projected part of the whole body, the world as another projected part 
of the same whole body, and that the two, our self and the world, may 
associate and separate in projection, projected from the whole body in 
the real world, who is separate and touched by the rest of reality. 
 
        There is a somewhat similar concern in spirituality and religion 
about the nature of the divine as immanent or transcendent, where an 
immanent divinity manifests in or pervades the material world (or 
cosmos), and the transcendent exists outside of it. God as the creator 
of creation may be considered transcendent or independent and 
outside of creation, beyond its time, space and causality - well 
positioned, if creation needs a creator, to create it.  
        The Christian, Islamic and Jewish God (Abrahamic, sky god) for 
example, is transcendent of the world, but divinity reaches us through 
its immanence in this world, in the saints, angels, scriptures, spirit, and 
in the Christian faith, in Jesus. Brahman is the immanent being of the 
Indian tradition, who’s conscious is the world, becoming and passing 
with the fluctuations of his consciousness over cycles of eons. 
        I suspect transference of the transcendent witness, displaced from 
our self and the world we experience, to the sense of the divine as 
transcendent of the universe. We also take causality, that there must 
be a cause for something to happen, to apply for creation and so, 
assume and expect a creator. And creation as the immanence of divine 
being and doing parallel the hc, in the experience or having an 
experience (including our experience of doing) of a world and self 
projected by the whole body.  
        Unknowing of by whom our reality is created and placed 
(projected), we may identify with various theories and our sense of 
what is going on. Alternatively we can orientate our projected actuality 
in space, and relate with the whole body, whereby we may appreciate 
our various realities as projected parts, awake to being a projected 
part, and become an integral part of that whole body who projects us, 
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you or I, who is of creation and touched by the rest of creation. The 
whole body is spirited at core, the one essence of the whole body and 
All creation God. Thus, we are closer to the rest of creation and 
touched by All creation God in relating with the whole body.    
 
        I think it is wrong for a part to deny its whole. We, both our self 
and our reality, are validated as a projected part by the whole body 
because projection is what we are. True/false good/bad right/wrong for 
me, us, them, or the world; each thing we judge, determine and decide 
upon, can only “split and burst”, or separate and be isolated from, 
unless we can refer to their whole, the whole body who projects our 
sense of reality, our self, one another and the world. 
        It's all projection. In relating with the whole body, there is no need 
to deny anything of what is there in our reality, and nothing to fear 
because all is projected actuality, projected from the whole body. As 
projected actuality we can relate with the projector of our reality, the 
whole body, the whole being whole self, present in the present and 
alive in creation, separate and next to other whole entities, in reality.  
        From Nothingness, the absence of the whole body/self/being who 
is there, our reality is projected in projected Emptiness. We may be 
isolated, identified with what we experience within our projected 
reality, or we may become an integral part of the whole body in reality, 
within our projected reality.  
 
        We determine and decide “what’s what”, of our self and of the 
world, and “what to do” with our self in the world. Morals, ethics, and 
politics of “what to do” is a “leap” from knowing what we may 
determine true of “what is reality?” and “what is it like?”, or ontology 
and metaphysics. (Hume’s leap: philosopher early C18th English; 
complained of the lack of logic in the leap or step from how it is and 
what is true, to what to do) These branches of philosophy reflect the 
hc, the self that feels and thinks about what things are and what their 
purpose may be. "Who am I?" and "what am I doing here?", “what is 
it?” “what’s going on?” and “how do I know?”. 
        Munchhausen’s trilemma points at the limitations of knowledge. 
He was a character from a popular European novel of the C19th who 
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told tall tales. In one tall tale he told, he pulled himself and the horse he 
was on out from the swamp they were stuck in, by pulling on his own 
pig tails (hairstyle as of the fashion for barons of his time). Because of 
the same qualities of fantastic fabrication, Munchhausen’s name is 
used also for a clinical or medical syndrome, where patients present 
with convincing symptoms and signs for which treatments, classically 
surgery, is given “unnecessarily”. 
        In philosophy, knowledge too is fantastic fabrication by 
Munchhausen. We find regression of proof needing proof, needing 
further proof, when pressed to validate our notions. Munchhausen’s 
trilemma refers to the three possible out comes to proof in response to 
scepticism, "....and how do you know that to be?” : (1) infinitism, where 
the proof is justified by another proof and goes on for ever; (2) 
circularity, when the knowledge to be proved is included in the proof 
and so goes around; and (3) foundationalism, where the final proof 
rests with presumptions or unquestionable beliefs ("I exist", "God is ", 
"we all know", "life is meant to be hard"). We can only prove what we 
know, and in three incomplete ways. 
        It means our knowing and certainty depends on us. We determine 
true/false, judge right/wrong and decide good/bad about me, you, us 
them, humanity and the world. We are split from the whole, and burst 
into our reality in asserting our identity and identification with what we 
experience. It isolates us from being a projected part. And it is 
unnecessary.   
        Our feeble float over incomplete partial props and proofs is 
isolated in denial of our source that would free and support us, indeed 
validate us, the whole body who projects our all. Our identification is 
unnecessarily exclusive of the whole. Unnecessary because the whole 
body who projects us, does not deny our part, but encompasses it.  
        Without the whole body to validate our part, we use scepticism to 
question what we sense and reckon, then correct or deny them, to 
weed out any weaknesses or insecurities to our own validations. An 
absolute proof is wanting in the first place, yet we carry on with 
running the show, correct, certain and open, in denial and in our 
particular ways, because there seems to be nothing else.  
        Expressive or assertive of self, exclusive of our whole and against 
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other parts, self/not self, me/you, in/out etc., we are incessant, curious, 
and scared, because we are lost from the spirit (one essence of All 
creation God and the whole body), and unknowing of the whole body 
(who houses the spirit at the core at the base of the dome of the 
diaphragm, the core of Nothingness). We as self or identity are not 
spirited but may be touched by the spirit through the whole body. 
 
        As recent documentaries (2010) on human evolution convey, by 
the time our ancestors were furless, haired, perspiring and upright, 
they could hunt, track and run down other animals that, in the long run, 
collapsed with overheating, panic and exhaustion. As homo sapiens 
sapiens or modern man, we have achieved so much more than securing 
our place in the natural environment. Our species has been freed from 
evolutionary pressures by our dominating control over the environment 
that seem to secure our survival, growth, and future.  
        I think it was with urbanisation, where we placed ourselves further 
and deeper into a man-made world, that human reality fed on itself to 
more specialised ways and intensity, partitions, and population. Again, 
we are split from Nature and have burst in our reality, not just as 
individuals, but as a species as well. There is no control, influence or 
expression beyond immediate survival and propagation from our 
individual identity.  
        Like the nucleus and electrons of an isolated atom, we are kaos of 
probability at core (nucleus) covered by an uncertain cloud (electron). 
We as identity, penetrate and influence like waves, and bounce and 
impact like separate particles, the incomplete boundaries and surfaces 
of one another’s realities, while awaiting to be validated as a projected 
part of our separate wholes. 
        The free market, the growing urban-scape, the intricacies of our 
growing individuality and fraction, and their networking connection, 
deny the whole body and reality. Human activity threaten the very 
basis of life, and has already decimated so many species and 
ecosystems. We can keep our head "cool" (physically compared to 
other mammals) and manage somehow to sleep tight (as well as stay 
up to meet deadlines, play up or just stay up late), because of our 
segregated partitionings, the walls, screens, time tables and roles of our 
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compartmentalised lives outside and within. They help keep us going, 
occupied or diverted, away from unresolved concerns. Others ……….. 
our self …………… the world? 
 

to see, do or be? :  
                through the epoche and within aporia,             
                jungle stares “friend or foe”  
                mesmerised before the fight or flight cliff edge,          
                we “jump to”  
                determine and decide, guess and do pretend             
                “what” to be 
                and to do  
                and judge “what we did” 
 what’s good/bad right/wrong true/false 
 about me, you, us, others, humanity, life on Earth, Earth,  
                the world or cosmos, Universe and Nature, All creation God  
 to see, do or be? 
 splits and bursts 
                separates and isolates 
 
 
        Let me admonish the hc for being isolated from the whole body, 
identified with what it experiences within its own reality, in projection. 
We are like a cancer cell, in asserting our self and our reality, 
independent within our whole. We do not recognise or respond to the 
whole’s influence or the boundaries appropriate for a part. Like a 
dictator we hold to our story, on and on, a repeated bloat of rhetoric 
(trilemma). And so with developers, over and over, circulatory with us 
as the consumer of development, the truth of housing, transport, and 
technology, the population and pollution of Earth, and consummation 
of whole bodies, Earth, and of reality.  
        We as humans have identified with our self, overdeveloped our 
reality, and spent our experiences as life. Our toil and our abandon is in 
denial of the whole body and reality. Whole bodies are sacrificed 
between the self and reality. We have moulded and consumed the real 
world, and taken other whole beings to suit our design and desire, 
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inadvertently in innocent isolation within our projected part, without 
an appreciation for reality or our part. 
        Nature survives in pockets, like weeds on the side walk of over-
development, as does intuition, instinct, and our deeper senses for 
reality, creation, spirit, gods and goddesses (including the whole body), 
Nature and Universe, Cosmos, the Force, All creation God. When do we 
get to our source and host, the whole body we belong to as a projected 
part? Who contains all we may experience. Who we can trust and 
depend, be guided and supported by? Our Nature and Nurture, our 
whole and all - never? The whole body is one whole, All creation God is 
One, the spirit is the one essence of the whole body and All creation. 
And our reality a projected part. 
        And what about our home, place and people? Are they not gone, 
and are we passing by each other now because it is too late? Work for 
what?   
        We stopped trying to determine by the end of modernity. From 
nuclear families, each atomic individual produces, consumes and 
actualises in their institutionalised compartments. They are the bed-
rooms and screens, in bed-towns (where we sleep before going out 
again) and the supposed equitable level playing fields of the work 
places, class rooms and community programme halls, with roads to our 
pay, assistance and produce. With multifactorial systems, quantum and 
relativital kaos, and the scope to question “are we mad or what?”, the 
passed on standards of modernity, anybody’s reality is as good as it 
gets.  
        Post-modern digital count and accountability (connectivity and 
transparency, but contextual catharsis, indifference and each and every 
one to their own realities) press us forwards, depersonalised through 
the fog of fuzzy logic. Is our life on Earth? How can it be sustainable, 
proud, vibrant?  Do a study on it, to decide what to do, politically, 
individually, personally? about what? the future?  
        The whole body is spirited at core, touched by the rest of creation, 
and alive in creation, on Earth next to other whole beings. He/she is 
present in the present where the real future can unfold. The whole 
body must arise through post-modern nihilism (beyond its either-ism 
that masks the nihilism), a neo-humanism for the hc and reality.  
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        Knowledge or what we know, is like a double edged sword: it can 
cut out our part in certainty, as well as chop-up reality, the whole body 
alive in creation. Knowing and certainty reinforce our isolating 
identification within our projected reality. Reaching out and holding our 
own within, wanting to own, and needing, meaning, trying and 
pretending to be – we must address our isolating identification, inside 
and out (both within projection) and relate with the whole body 
beyond projection. The whole body is our whole, source and host, who 
encompasses and substantiates our reaching out and holding in, the 
wot and the worlds within.  
       We are set in “flight or fight” to struggle in denial, to do something 
rather than nothing, whilst lost and alone in “friend or foe” confusion 
or presumption (our certainty). Knowing that, how can we even begin 
to consider “what are we?” let alone “what are we to do”? Are we not 
already doing? It should be enough to suspect that we are a projected 
part, and that there is a whole. 
        We must stop. We must call a halt to our isolating identification 
with what we experience within our projected reality, or forever be lost 
from the whole being we belong to as his/her projected part. Then slow 
with our self to be experiential (O i), and slow with the whole body to 
relate with who is beyond our notion and sense (the “3 things we can 
do”). 
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Orientation iii 
The orientating techniques 

 
 

In O i and “Introduction”, we began to “orientate”  
the hc (human condition) 

in space and with the whole body. 
What’s there is our projected actuality. 

We occupy certain shapes, in spaces 
in particular places, in relation with the whole body. 

It is the “where” of our projected reality.  
 

“What happens” is a process of becoming a part of the whole self 
as we relate with the whole body. 

It is the “process of reality”. 
Doing is a mystery where we play some part (O ii)  
where the whole body actually does and initiates, 

and to whom everything happens, only a part of which is our reality.  
We go beyond our usual modes of knowing and doing  

when we capture our self experiential and introduce reality.  
Our relation with the whole body can unfold. 

 
Orientating techniques are introduced here 

as useful tools for orientation. 
              

 
orientation, shapes and what happens 
        With orientation, our reality is captured in space and put in 
relation with the whole body - step 2 of the "3 things we can do" (O 
ii). Rather than lost in our projected reality, identified with what we 
experience, we become experiential and "presentable" to relate 
with reality, the whole body alive in creation.  
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the "3 things we can do": 
Step 1 - Get ready by 
promoting the whole  
body. Stop. 
 
Step 2 - Orientate in  
space, and with the  
whole body. 
 
Step 3 - The contem- 
plative process of  
introducing reality. 

 

        The process of reality is “what happens” as the whole body who 
“must be there” is “introduced” - step 3.  

        We become more of a part, 
as we are affected by the whole 
body and in becoming a part, we 
affect the whole body. For us 
and for the whole body, the part 
and the whole, benefit in 
relation with. There can be 
resolution, healing, a deep 
reckoning, and growth or 
actualisation in our self, and the 
whole body can be there as a 
more integrated presence for 
creation, Earth and others.  

        There has been much that has been put aside in a person's life, 
repressed, suppressed and denied. In cognition, even if knowing of 
these parts, we avoid their actuality. Our sanity, it seems, depends 
on it, so that a certain amount of denial is normal. But we, as an 
identity, can regard the whole that encompasses our all, including 
what we deny and exclude to be OK. 
        We are validated as a part of reality and life on Earth, only as 
projection and only through our relation with the whole body, for 
he/she is our whole, projects our part and is alive, on Earth, in and 
of reality. We should regard the whole body, for the simple fact that 
we and our reality are projected parts of the whole body in reality. 
        Beyond the “what's what”, and the usual ways of determining 
things in our reality, beyond the self having an experience, and 
beyond the transcendent witnessing of our reality “as is”, is the 
“there-ness” of our projected actuality. Based on neuronal activity, 
our reality must consist of some sort of energy to occupy space. The 
projected actuality of our reality is not as yet detected in 
measurable ways. However, they can be appreciated, sensed 
intuitively or we can “see feel” them, as a massage therapist once 
put it to me. With orientation, the   manifestation of our reality, our 
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projected actuality "there", may be captured as "shapes" in 
projected spaces, and in particular places "where", in relation with 
our source and host, the CNS and the whole body. 
        The “there-ness” of our reality, is our “presentable” situation, 
condition and state, for relating with the whole body. And when we 
do that, or rather play our mysterious part in doing, to capture our 
self experiential or as experience (O i) and introduce the whole body 
or reality, it is done and “what happens” happens.  
        Reality cannot but include our reality. We may exclude the 
whole body, but for reality, the whole body alive in creation, we are 
not an exclusive choice, nor are we contradictory to the whole as a 
part. Even in isolation, we are a part and the whole body is there 
waiting, for us to orientate with. 
 
orientating techniques 
        Orientating moves (o.moves) are what we can do, from within 
our projected reality, to promote orientation and “what happens”. 
The moves are definitive steps that we can tell ourselves to do, be 
told by others to do, and do. 
        Orientating references (o.refs) are spatial references for our 
projected reality, projected space, and the whole body. They can 
help recognise and better capture our projected actuality, and refer 
to the whole body. 
        I will present the following orientating moves and references in 
a somewhat matter of fact, mildly “boot camp” way, but let me 
remind you that direct action, direct orders or instructions alone, 
cannot address the hc and reality. 
        Our usual modes of knowing and doing reinforce the usual 
isolating identification within our reality, with “I’m it”, “I’m doing it” 
and “that’s the wot". Orientating techniques (o.techs) however, not 
only help us actively and knowingly promote orientation and play 
our part in what happens, but also extend our projected actuality 
(all the better to present to the whole body with) before relating 
with the whole body. The three steps in the "3 things we can do" (O 
ii) will often be referred to in explaining the techniques. They 
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complement what we can do, or our “mysterious part” to play, in 
relating with the whole body outlined in the “3 things”. 
        Introducing the o.techs will be in itself an exercise in 
orientation; the occasion should allow us to orientate ie. recognise 
and extend our projected reality, and relate with the whole body. 
The techniques, the orientating moves and references, will I think, 
stay with you. Like legs and arms, they help us get around and make 
a difference. 
 
1 wear it 
        “Wear it” is an o.move that utilises a spatial reference (o.ref) to 
help orientation ie. capture the hc and relate with the whole body. 
Simply apply or “wear” them, the o.refs, over your projected self 
and actuality, the projected space you occupy, and your sense of the 
whole body. We will use a “dome” as the o.ref to demonstrate 
“wear it”. 
                        

the “wear it” exercise :  
Make some time, several minutes at least. 
 
Sit up, stand up or lie down but face the front ie. align 
the head, face and neck to the (front facing) chest, and 
extend or straighten the trunk. This is for now, the 
“promote whole body” – step 1 of the “3 things we can do” 
(O ii).  
 
As we did in O i and 
“Introduction”, consider the 
depth of your projected make-up 
or construct; the wot out front in  
the experience, back through the 
actuality of the self “having an 
experience”, and the witness behind. 
      

side view                    from behind 
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Now, introduce or “wear” a dome from 
above, over and around the top of 
the head. The "dome" is the 
o.ref (orientating reference), or the 
spatial sense. "Wear it" over your 
projected reality, including your self, and 
the whole body – step 2, the “3 things”.  
 
If time remains, repeat the “wear it” exercise or go on, while 
captured “experiential” as is, to contemplate and introduce 
the whole body.       

 
        You can imagine a dome, mark out a dome by waving your arms 
around your head or have someone do it to you, or you might use 
an umbrella, an actual or an imaginary one, for it is a familiar dome 
over the head. Notion and sense, "captured in space" with a dome! - 
because our reality is projected in projected space. 
        Do not visualise or imagine too hard with “wear it”. It is a 
technique. The method is orientation. We want to capture our self 
and reality as a projected actuality, not be lost in our reality, in “I’m 
doing it”. 
        Let the orientating reference mark your projected actuality. No 
need to be corrective and insist on a symmetry or particular sense, 
nor be accurate in what you can determine, but rather, be 
“captured” in your self and your experience, as you and they are, 
your reality as is, and as projected presence or actuality “there”. 
        In this way, we may not be challenged from the “self 
referencing conundrum” (the repulsion to approaching the self, as if 
to maintain the disassociation necessary for having an experience), 
the witness can approach and be included as a projected actuality 
and part of the whole body. Other disassociated parts too, can turn 
and approach rather than leave you in your isolating identification.  
        In attempting “wear it”, you may be conscious of the area to 
the right side at the back. You may notice it as an unevenness there 
or to the dome there. It is the projected actuality of the witness in 
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its disassociated condition. The upper aspects of the wot may press 
up onto the front rim of the dome on the right side. The other side, 
to the whole body’s left, may seem even more uneven, escape or 
not allow the “dome” at all. 
        Again, do not be corrective with, or insist on, these or any other 
sense that may register or be captured with “wear it”. There is no 
basis for questioning what is “there” of our projected reality. We go 
beyond what we may determine “what's what”, in dealing with 
projection. It is “what's there”, in shape and space, and in place in 
relation with the whole body, the “where” of the hc “there”. 
        The witness or reference that may notice the gap on the right 
side to the back of the dome, is of a greater and deeper construct or 
make-up. And on it goes, through to a deeper reference, and 
greater construct - but not for ever, not with the whole body to 
orientate with. 
        Once you are experiential, inclusive of your self and experience, 
as is, go on to consider the whole body, and “introduce reality”, the 
whole body alive in creation - step 3, the “3 things". 
        Orientation, takes us beyond our usual modes of knowing and 
doing. "Introducing reality" is a contemplative or mystical act of 
communing with reality, the whole body alive in creation. It involves 
the inclusion of our actual self and results in the induction of “what 
happens”, not just what you are trying to do. 
        The "dome", whether imaginary or real, is introduced in our 
projected reality. Yet, “wear it” gives us in projection, a powerful 
feed-back of our projected reality including our self, to our self and 
to our source and host, the whole body, including the CNS.  
 

- try “wear it”. Set yourself up for time, read over the  
“wear it” exercise and try it. Straighten up! Steady to be 
included in an inductive and integrative process. “Wear” 
the dome and capture your self experiential.  
You should gain some spatial sense of your projected 
actuality, and in relation with the whole body. The o.techs 
(techniques) strengthens or reinforces the orientation, to 
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capture the hc and relate with the whole body - step 2.     
Then, “introduce reality” - step 3; “it” should be closer for 
us having orientated with “wear it”.            
 

        You may wish to take some time out to reflect on or have a 
break from what may be unfamiliar ground. You may want to try 
"wear a dome" again. When you are ready, we can proceed with 
this exercise of introducing the o.techs. On with three more sets of 
o.refs and o.moves before finishing with two important references 
for the whole body, the "core" and the "stagger". 
 
2 consider tbmu 
        We, as an identity having an experience and the transcendent 
witness witnessing that, are projected through and around the 
head. We extend deeper backwards and deeper downwards as we 
integrate with the whole body, and become more a part of the 
whole body. 
        To extend your floating construct, "consider", in sequence, 
"tbmu" the top, bottom, middle and underneath of your projected 
actuality. 
 
            tbmu: 
            top - of your construct, “me and my     
                   experience witnessed” 
            bottom - of your construct 
            middle - your float, and 
            underneath - what you float on 
 
        This o.ref, “tbmu”, is “considered” or 
applied (o.moves) in front of a deeper 
witness from underneath and behind the 
floating construct orientated with. 
 
 
 

head and 
shoulders 
from 
behind 
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3 introduce spread 
        To capture your sense of symmetry, rather than be "lost" in it 
(till the depths of our construct is related with the whole body - O i), 
introduce a horizontal line or “spread” across the width of your 
projected presence. Do this through the depths of your construct, 
across the symmetry of, in the experience, having an experience, 
and the witness – the front, back and behind of your construct. 
        “Spread” may also be introduced down through the levels of 
your projected actuality. You may notice your self reaching across to 
the right and up from the mid-line, to meet the wot in front, 
through several levels. These depths or levels will be mentioned 
again, further on in this chapter.  
 
4 come under and around 
        For “come under and around” cup, scoop or wrap your floating 
projected actuality from underneath. 
        With this move is a stronger sense of your projected make-up 
and extent, of inside and outside, boundaries and surfaces, your 
breaths, deeper make-up and being, and generally of how you 
extend and open, different ways in different directions. 
        Cognitive, emotive, deeper somatic, and the instinctive ("gut") 
and intuitive ("other") senses, come into play in the process of 
becoming a part. Our boundaries and surfaces set our identity tight 
(focussed) or mesmorised with what we identified with, away from 
the struggles and fear that are avoided.         
        You may notice that the projected placement of our reality to 
the right, our "middle centred right”, that to the left is inside, and to 
the right is outside. 
        You may touch on the “other side”, on the left side of the body, 
a different realm of different dimensions and presence, a 
countenance to our right centred symmetry.  
        Trust the whole body with everything you experience, inside 
and out, whether they be identities, breath, surfaces, bodies, and 
presences, as often our experiences are negative and without 
obvious or direct purpose. Trust the whole body for projecting and 
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encompassing all you experience - whether you suffer or rejoice in, 
focus or mesmerise with, identify or deny them. 
 

- try “consider tbmu”, “introduce spread”, and “come under 
and around”, to extend what is there of your projected 
reality. You may like to start with what you capture of your 
projected actuality with “wear a dome”. Having extended 
your projected actuality with the o.tech, make the occasion 
complete by referring to or orientating with the whole body - 
second part of step 2, the“3 things”. And "introduce reality" - 
step 3. 

 
the core 
        The “core” is the reference for any solid object, and so for the 
whole body. Throughout the whole body's vertical extent, and for 
each level you may find your self at, use the core to refer to the 
whole body, both for orientating with the whole body - step 2, and 
to “introduce reality” - step 3.  
        As discussed in O ii, the core is also the reference for “oneness”. 
The spirit is the oneness of the whole body and All creation, at the 
gravitational centre of the whole body, the core at the base of the 
dome of the diaphragm.  
        The displacement of the whole body by projection means that 
in projection, the solid whole body manifests as Nothingness. There 
are various "all-s" other than All creation. In projection, they 
manifest one with the whole body as the various “onenesses”. The 
essence-s of the two, of the whole body and the various "all-s", 
manifest along the vertical extent of the whole body, according to 
the various density or gravitational content of those various"all-s". 
So that, in sequence, from the base of the whole body up, are the 
onenesses with the whole body of Earth, all life on Earth, all 
humanity, All creation, all souls, all feeling, all mind, all conscious, all 
space - in projection, in Nothingness. (diagram in O ii emptiness, 
nothingness and the spirit) 
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The “core” can be combined with “introduce spread”.  
  
5            introduce spread, "take it to the core" : 
              Capture your projected symmetry with spread, then take it                       
              or associate it to the core - to relate your projected actuality   
              with the whole body. 
 
        This use of core and spread, can be further combined with our 
sense of gravity, to promote our extent and relate with the whole 
body. 
 
6           bear weight upon the core : 
              Cover with “spread”, your sense of weight or presence.           
              "Take it to the core" by again associating the spread to the   
              core. "Bear your sense of weight upon the core” - as a  
              veranda’s weight is transferred or counter-levered down an  
              upright wall. 
 
Try this through the levels, or the depths of the whole body's trunk-al 
extent - head, chest, liver (under right lower ribs) and belly. Down 
low our right sidedness casts a heavy load that must be levered wide 
and low to bear upon the core. Consider the other end, its levels 
waist, hip, and haunch, its core, and its right centred spread. 
 Projected sense of gravity and self is presented to the stuff of 
gravity itself, the solid whole body. The core is a reference, and the 
other end a clue for the solid whole body. 

 
And “introduce reality” - step 3. 

 
        The core is a powerful reference for our projected actuality, the 
brain-spine and their 2 ends in particular (split brain and tapering 
tip), and the whole body. True to the core, the other end (of the 
whole body) levels under the floating tip of spine, and the skull 
caps the split brain.  The projected and the real, of our reality and 
the whole body, brought to a fine point of reckoning by the CNS 
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weight of our right centred  
reach on top of the "stagger", 
counter-levering strain sliding 
out to the left underneath, and 
a counter weight on the left  
sided landing 

 

the counter-levering strain 
from our R sided reach, down 
the vertical into the chest 

 

through the core as reference (o.ref). 
 

- try “bear weight upon the core”, before “introduce 
reality”. With the core as the reference for the whole body 
and so reality, take or associate the sense of gravity to 
gravity (the whole body in and of gravity), sense of breath 
to breath (the whole body who must be breathing), self to 
whole body (who must be there in reality breathing), life to 
whole being alive, projection to the whole body in reality. 

 
7 the stagger 
        The top of the "stagger" covers our 
right centred reach, the strain from which 
extends down and slides out underneath to 
the left (curved arrow in both diagrams) at 
each vertical extent, in the head, neck, 
chest, and below the diaphragm. This 
counter-levering strain can be drawn further 
down the midline, to a relieving counter 
weight on a landing to the left at the 
bottom of the stagger (diagram right).  
        The top of the stagger tends to 
“stagger off” or fold out to the right 
and lean forwards, as it tilts the vertical 
with it. This is associated with our 
isolating identification within our right 
centred reality.         
        We will use spread and “take it to the core” 
to “promote whole body” by “correcting” the 
hc “staggered off” to the right.  
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to “right” the “staggered off” hc : 
Step 1 Right the stagger upright (fig 1) - note the arrows. 
 
Step 2 Take it to the midline (upright) stagger (fig 2). 
 
Step 3 Bear down upon the core below, through the levels to 
counter weight the right centred draw of the hc (fig 3) – 
note the three stages or levels of effort to secure the 
counter weight on the left sided landing to the “stagger 
complete”. 

 

 
       fig1                    fig2                   fig3 
 
 
        With the process of reality, of integration and extending in 
becoming a part, the breath settles, from cognitive through emotive 
levels. The “swallow” begins to separate from the breath, and 
reaches past the somatic level or “liver's float”, down into gut level 
(underside and underbelly). The stagger's landings with their 
counter weights keep the undersides from sliding out to the left. 
Together with the right sided spread to “bear weight upon the 
core”, the counter weights help us extend through the core towards 
the pelvis, or the other end, the clue to the solid whole body in 
gravity for us in our floating actuality. 
        As always, beyond what manifests for us in projection, including 
our intentions and sense of doing, is the whole body who actually is.  
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how did you go? 
        We have done the following o.techs in this chapter: 
1 wear it 
2 consider tbmu 
3 introduce spread 
4 come under and around 
5 the core introduce spread, take it to the core 
6 bear weight upon the core 
7 the stagger  
 
        I have emphasised the difference between orientating with the 
whole body, and “introduce reality” by (if not too laboriously for 
you) distinguishing them as the second part of step 2, and step 3. 
        Hopefully you have had an orientating experience that was not 
too confusing or confronting. Certainly it is a lot, and the 
presentation may seem undisciplined or unruly. I have been loose or 
open with what the actual experiences should be in some things, 
and perhaps too pre-empting in others. You may have taken several 
steps and breaks to get through this chapter.  
        One could say that we are traversing existential ("I'm it"), 
experiential (the self as experience), construct-al (including the 
conscious and witness), and actual (brain-spine projection) grounds 
or realms, to relate with our whole (the whole body).  
        I hope “introducing” the o.techs here in O iii helped move you 
on, from “what's it like”, to doing orientation. The method of 
orientation, to capture the hc and introduce reality, determined, 
applied and practiced. May it reach and stir every whole body’s 
projected reality, and steady us all, identity within projection, for 
“introduce reality” – step 3.  
 
 
                             _________________________________ 
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Orientation iv 
The orientating shapes 

 

After our “boot camp run” through several of the o.techs (O iii), 

we move on in this chapter to the o.shapes (orientating shapes). 

Beyond the determining “what’s what” of our reality,  

is the “there-ness” of our projected actuality captured in space 

 and the “where” of it in relation with the whole body.  

We occupy projected shapes, projected into projected spaces 

"there". 

The depictions indicate not just another reality, 

 but "what's there" projected of the hc  

and the whole body alive in creation.  

They are presented to help orientation and introduce reality.       

 

what’s there, o.shapes 

        I would like now to introduce more depictions of our projected 

actuality. The diagrams, with descriptions and labels, are meant to 

encourage and help you orientate, in space and with the whole 

body, and give some indication of "what happens" as we relate with 

reality, the whole body alive in creation.  

        We may debate the labelling and terms, improve on the 

diagrams and descriptions, and minimize some of the assumptions, 

or biases that I may be introducing. However, I can only label, 

describe and represent “what's there” of and “what happens” to my 

projected actuality as I may determine with orientation, and other’s 

projected actuality as I may sense them. Having described the 

method (of orientation), I ask you to verify the actuality of what is 

depicted with your reality and own situation, beyond the depictions 

themselves. 
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        Our projected part is pragmatically defined with orientation. 

However, “what's there” is not static. It changes, in becoming more 

isolated or more a part of the whole self. It is also swept by the 

seasons, the cycles of the moon (see O vii), and affected by many 

other influences.  

        After all, if you think of the whole body, he/she is present in the 

forever actualising present - alive and so forever adjusting in 

creation; in and of gravity and so affecting and affected by other 

solid entities. Each occasion is new. Every relation is, in reality, ever 

changing, compared to which our notion and sense, our reality of 

experience as they are witnessed, are static. Don’t be surprised if 

what was reckoned yesterday has shifted today. Yet, there are 

definitive structures and influences that you may become familiar 

with. 

        Here follows a steep exposure to diagrams, descriptions and 

labels of “what’s there”, the projected actuality of our reality and 

the “where”, in relation with the whole body, of them. Some are 

depicted in space, while others are traced over the whole body, 

usually as seen from behind.  

        We have already considered the hc lined up with the wot in 

relation with the whole body. Diagrams of the hc centred to the 

right were introduced in “Introduction” and O i. In this chapter I will 

add more of “what’s there” with each subsequent diagrams. This 

should somewhat correlate with “what happens” as we relate with 

and become more of a part of the whole body. I believe the method 

of orientation may establish the universality of this process and of 

our projected actuality, because orientation captures the hc as 

projection beyond our usual sense of individuality, and introduces 

reality, the whole body who is alive and unique, but also common as 

a human being in creation. 

        The 2-D’al (dimensional) images portray the 3-D’al 

manifestations of our projected actuality. 3-D’al presentations may 
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better represent, but we must be vigilant lest accuracy and 

completeness satisfy our enquiry with yet another indication rather 

than “there-ness” and actuality. Let the images be representations 

only, to help orientation. I ask you to "wear" them or try them on, 

to see if they "fit" ie. if they correlate with and help you be 

projected actuality, and relate with the whole body. 

1 hc cornered across 

        The hc, in relation with the wot (world out there) in front, 

 

                 is lined up, 

                     facing the front, 

 

                          and is witnessed/witnessing from behind. The witness   

                          is set in a cornering centred and open to the right. 

 

   We as an identity come across from the midline,  

   back from "facing the front" and wot,  

   and in front of the witness behind. 

   

The conscious reigns from above (the identity)  

as if to shed light on our reality. 

 

 

 

 

 
“hc cornered across”
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2 from a deeper cornering and with a deeper sense of 

self or being, we come across and rise to face the front 
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3 conscious, mind and soul bodies, and body sense from spine 

        To the left and below are diagrams 

of our projected actuality, set with the 

whole body down to the diaphragm 

(around the lower chest). We manifest, 

projected from within, and press 

forwards onto the wot also projected. 

        In these two diagrams, the 

projected actuality of the “conscious” 

is depicted 

outlined in 

blue, the 

“mind” in 

green, “body sense from spine” (the stick 

figure) in black, and the “soul” in red. 

        The black lines from the midline to 

the figure indicate the projection of 

“body sense” from the spine. 
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        The "soul" (in red) comes across to the right from its tapering 

below to the left, rises up as it faces the front, and reaches out to 

the world out front also centred right. I have called this the "soul's 

reach". There is an inner space or spread that extends down 

between the soul's rise and the midline ("inner spread"), as if to 

stake "souls reach".   

        We have touched on these depths down through 

the chest in O iii with the introduction of the "core" 

as an o.ref. The "stagger" was also introduced with its 

counter-levering strain from the (verandah like) 

reach of our “mind’s spread”, set facing and lined-up 

with the wot and centred right. The strain extends 

down the vertical, and slides out to the left. 

4 o.shapes through the levels 

        The "conscious", "mind", and "body sense from spine" make up 

the cognitive level. In relating with the whole body, is our 

integration, of becoming a part, an actualisation as projection (what 

we are, a projected part) from identified with what we experience.          

        From "soul's reach" we settle, together with our breath, 

through the emotive level. The breath and swallow separate as we 

"land” down onto the somatic level (pertains to body) or "liver's 

float" (o vii: "soul's reach, hang, stand, and stake on liver's float"). 
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        The above diagram may seem stylized, but I hope you find it to 

be a relevant representation for your own situation. The conscious, 

mind and soul bodies are colour coded the same as when they were 

introduced in the previous section, numbered 3. 

        The mind body in green contains the “cycloptic” line-up with 

(small circle) and facing the front (larger circle) for the wot. The 

“inner self” occupies the inner spread or space on the right side of 

the upper sternum and rises up to the base of the neck. The liver in 

green is represented with a fissure or split in its middle, which is 

consistent with its anatomy. 

        It is where the umbilical vein passed deeper in, carrying all the 

blood coming into the body from the placenta and umbilical cord 

while in the womb. The soul’s reach and the 

liver’s float are closely related with birth and 

the stopping of the umbilical blood flow. A loop 

to the other side to the left, the trauma of 

birth, joins the soul’s reach and liver’s float and 

together the three structures form “the shape”. 

        We extend in our projected being, into deeper floating levels as 

we become more a part of the whole body. This is outlined in the 

three boxes to the right of the diagram (previous page), through 

cognitive, emotive and somatic levels, as out lined. 

        We extend further as we relate with, integrate and become  

more of a part of our whole, through the next “gut” instinctive level 

and deeper intuitive level, to an “existential grounding” that is the 

full extent of our sense of being in the wolrd, to a landing of both 

the stagger to the “stagger complete” (left side), and the cornering 

to the “bottom cornering” (right side).  

        In the chapters to follow, I hope to introduce and depict the 

bodies or the shapes of our projected actuality as we extend into 

these levels, and some instructions that may help integrate through 

these levels.   
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5 stagger complete 

        The "stagger" is both an o ref and an o.shape. The "stagger 

complete" is a reference for the four levels of our projected reality, 

our right centred-ness, and the whole body (as it indicates the core 

and the whole body’s full extent). It is a shape because it is a frame 

work of our projected actuality. 

        The “bottom cornering” is the last of the four cornerings, level 

with the bottom of the “stagger complete” (left sided landing for 

counter-weighing our right sided counter-levering strain).  Our 

sense of self in the world down to its deepest extent is 

accommodated within the “bottom cornering“. The ”other end” or 

the pelvis is below the “stagger complete” and the “bottom 

cornering”, and is associated with our projected sense of the sky 

and heavens centred right, beyond our sense of self. 

 

 

 

6 inside, middle and out 

        Across the centred-ness of our projected 

actuality, the following regions or “spaces” may 

be determined : inside to the left or towards 

the mid-line, the middle is the centred-ness 

“stagger complete” whole body conscious (blue) mind’s spread 
(green) body sense from spine 
(black) inner self (grey) soul (red) 
liver’s float (green) 

  the levels 
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and outside to the right.  This inside middle outside “spread” can be 

established to the front and back of our centred-ness in front of the 

witness behind, and through the levels. 

 

 

hc cornered across (witness behind) 

with inside, middle and outside, left 

to right, front and back, with the right 

centred symmetry L/R out front 

  

 

 

 

through  

the levels 

 

 

7 more on our cornered float – vector and part 

        I will go over some of the ground covered in "2 from a deeper 

cornering, we come across, rise, and face the front" to further 

indicate our situation in the hc, identified with our  

self and what we experience, isolated from the whole body. 

        Our reality is set in against out, in 

a cornering from the core of the whole 

body. Beyond the cornering is the 

other side, under side and behind that 

we tend to avoid or ignore in denial 

(other side), suppression (underside) 

and repression (behind). 
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        Three directions 

outwards (o in diag.) 

make the vector 

(arrow in the diag. to 

the right); it points 

out upwards, to the front and to the right, from in.         

        Through the levels, from a deeper sense of being 

and existence, we come across to the right, face the 

front and reach up from below (and so with vertical 

depth and extent) to our notion and sense of “I’m it” 

and “that’s the wot”. We bloat in our sense of self, 

“huffing and puffing”, as if it were, to meet the wot – 

with inside middle outside spread across our centred 

right “vectored bloat”. 

        And under our cornered float/vectored bloat : - 

1. We part in/out under our line-

up with and facing the wot. 

In/out is also L/R in the middle 

centred right. 

2. We also part under each loop 

of “inside middle and out – 

between inside and the middle 

centred right, and the middle 

and outside. Our sense of breath 

and air from the outside comes in from under the outer parting (our 

sense of breath may be used to refer to the whole body who must 

actually be breathing). 

8 notion, sense and the wot 

        Come “under and around” (o.mov 4, O iii) to gather our 

projected self, with a deeper sense of symmetry and boundary or 

surface pressed into the wot, which is also projected.  

        Within our projected actuality is the wot and others that we 

vectored bloat 
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may experience. Our make-up or construct includes the witnesses 

and the conscious also. We may be the self or identity having an 

experience, but there are also less determinable self-s and a deeper 

being that may draw us through the levels. All whether exclusive of 

self, connected or not are projected by a whole body we belong to 

individually as a projected part.  

 

notion in blue  

sense in red  

wot in black                              with deeper being  

                                             and deeper sense of the world 

                     

 

 

notion, sense and  

deeper being through  

deeper levels 

 

 

9 staggered off 

        Cornered across and facing the front, we line-up and hold our 

place in the world (wot) and with each other, in sight, mind and 

deeper sense. We part and float under our vectored bloat, that is 

the isolating identification within our right centred actuality. 

        We tend to “stagger off”, or fold out from the counter-levering 

strain of our right sided reach and turn forwards from identifying 

with the world out front, tilting our vertical 

extent and sliding out the underside to the 

left at each level. 
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           to "right the stagger” : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right the stagger upright (fig 1): note the arrows. 

Take it to the midline (upright) stagger (fig 2). 

Bear down upon the core below, to counter weigh the right "sided" 

draw of the hc, (its counter-levering strain) upon the left sided 

landing of the stagger (fig 3). 

to recap 

        I finished the O.shapes with the “stagger” and “right the 

stagger” to emphasize the physicality involved in both the isolating 

identification with what we experience, and relating with the whole 

body. 

        I plan to introduce in O vii a greater extent of our projected 

actuality, as well as more steps involved in becoming more of a part. 

However, just to establish the ground covered so far, it may be 

helpful to examine the next two chapters (O vi not complete at June 

2014) and to review the previous ones. In particular, I hope that you 

approach the actuality of what is projected, rather than be drawn or 

identify with their depictions.  

        O v looks at the form or morphology of the brain-spine in 

comparison with other animals, and through evolution and human 

development, to draw some sense of its involvement between the 
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hc and the whole body, and our involvement in its potential there. O 

vi introduces practices to promote the whole body. 

        From within our reality, our notion and sense of our self-s, 

others and the world, we can relate with and be encompassed by 

the whole body. How we find our self and what happens is an 

indication of our relation with the whole body. All we experience is 

made absolute, beyond relative or contextual, as projected 

actuality, and in introducing the whole body, we come onto the 

“whole-some side” of absolute. For these steps, please refer back to 

the “3 things we can do” – O ii. 

        I believe orientation can lead us to the universal reference for 

all human endeavours, a relation with a whole body; orientation 

may embrace your own back ground, as well as promote any other 

practices or approaches. It is all projection, and as projection, how 

can we not introduce the whole body to everything that we 

experience and do?       

 

 _________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

conscious (blue) 
mind (green)  
body sense from spine (black) 
soul’s reach (red) 
with the wot 

 
   from diagonally behind and directly behind 
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Orientation v 
The complete whole body : morphology 

 

Whole self and self. Our reality and reality.  

They must be distinguished. 

 

Complete whole body is the true form and state  

of the human body.  

It occurs as the whole body, with his/her Central Nervous System, 

 aligns and settles in gravity. 

For us, as an identity or self,  

this is a process in relation with the whole body, 

of becoming a part of, and of settling into our place as 

a projected part of, the whole body. 

Complete whole body is a powerful reference 

with which to promote the whole body, confront the hc 

and introduce reality. 

 

complete whole body 

        The whole body is alive in creation. The whole human being, 

not the self, is touched by the rest of creation and is spirited at core. 

        Though the self is a part of whole self, the self dictates its terms 

and conditions upon the whole self. The whole body is committed 

to, and so, is compromised by a self that is unknowing of the whole 

it is a projected part of. Even when we are uncertain and 

questioning, that is what the whole self supports, the self, without 

regard for the whole self, let alone distinction of self and whole self. 

         The hc in isolation is like a cancer cell; it consumes without 

consideration for the whole body. Like a narcissist and an 

impressionable voyeur, lost with the visions of his/her own reality 
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and sense of being self. Confront with orientation, the hc as 

projection. Introduce reality. 

        It is the whole self who could be at peace with other whole 

beings, and in harmony with the environment. We may be free and 

autonomous as part of the whole self, for that is what we are - our 

reality and our self is what the whole body allows. When we relate 

with the whole body, because the whole body is in and of reality, 

we are closer to other whole beings (friends, enemies, family and 

loved ones). However, they too, whole beings, are committed to an 

identity that tends to identify with it self and what it experiences. 

        For your self, trust the whole body, for you are included in a 

process from your whole, from beyond your self. You become not 

what you were in becoming a part, as in any change but, in 

becoming a part of the whole body, you settle in your place as part 

of the whole body. 

        In “settling as a part” and “becoming a part” of the whole body, 

we are “forever” becoming and settling, because the whole body is 

present in the forever-changing present. Thus in introducing the 

whole body we are affected by a dynamic changing reality in what 

can only be considered a living relationship. 

        In our self becomming a part, the whole body is eased from a 

self lost in its agenda within its reality. in alignment with gravity and 

integration of all parts, he/she settles to his/her true form, the 

"complete whole body". It is a godly state and form, of front facing 

uprightness. The brain is a dome floating level under the sky (our 

zenith above each individual spot on earth). The spinal cord is a 

delicate vertical suspense, hung directly under the middle of the 

brain. The pelvis is a solid level base underneath it all. The human 

body is upright in gravity throughout its trunk-al extent. His/her 

vertical form is the whole body’s alignment in gravity.  

Evolution 

        The human body has evolved to the pinnacle of brain-body 
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development. We humans have escaped the pressures of evolution. 

We stopped evolving when we became what we are, homo sapiens 

sapien or homo sapiens modern, some 60 - 80,000 years ago. This is 

it. In our front facing uprightness we control our environment. 

        Before us modern humans there was a forward strain as the 

neck carried the head from behind, thrusting forwards the mouth 

past nose, or with snout or beak. “All animals come before man with 

bended knee” (19th century anatomist) to steady the forward and 

upward strain from below and behind. We (humans) have come to a 

horizontal leveling of the brain, diaphragm and pelvis. 

        The tail tucks into, the anus points down from, and the legs 

(with level knees, ankles and soles) come directly under the 

horizontal pelvis. 

        The nose and mouth separates on the face that fronts rather 

than points the beak or snout forwards. The eyes settle under the 

front of the brain from “gawking” out in front of the brain. The 

spine, rather than extending behind from the back of the brain, 

shifts under the middle of the brain extending vertically under. 
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        The horizontal levelling of the two ends (brain and pelvis) goes 

hand in hand with floating the diaphragm horizontal and freeing the 

arms and hands from a forward commitment to the ground. 

        The diaphragm developed in mammals. It separates and 

relieves or protects the heart and lungs from abdominal pressures 

that would otherwise interfere with circulation and respiration 

during birthing that requires abdominal pressures unseen in birds 

and reptiles.  

        They, the birds and reptiles, have their opening (the one cloaca 

for reproductive, bladder and bowel openings) pass through the 

front of their pelvis. Their eggs plop out without the need to protect 

their breathing and circulation from the mammalian strain of 

birthing through the pelvis. Our diaphragm is laid to girt the trunk 

from within and so contract and release straight up and down the 

axis of the trunk. 

Embryology 

        In contrast to our developed brain, the human body appears 

the least embryologically developed or specialised, when compared 

to other animals.  

        For example, our hands are in the form of early development, 

with limb and finger “buds”, common to other mammals' “hands” 

but for them, further development means specialisation of 

particular adaptation ie. claws and paws, hooves, trotters, flippers 

etc. 

        Consider the cephalic flexure (the bend between head and 

body) through embryonic development. The human embryo keeps 

its chin down (keeps the cephalic bend) and its brain bulges and 

develops beyond any other animal while its (embryonic) body, 

including its face and large head, remains embryologically primitive 

throughout the rest of its development. Other mammals on the 

other hand, release the cephalic bend, as if to forfeit brain growth 

and development for specialisation of their body -  of eyes, snout 
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and jaw out in front of the neck and brain, and the rest of their body 

below. The more primitive the vertebrate (animals with spine) the 

cephalic flexure is released at earlier stages of embryonic 

development. 

comparative morphology 

        In comparing the morphology (form and structure) of various 

animals, we can see, displayed across the species, the process of 

development revealed in evolutionary record (fossils) that is also 

enacted in embryonic development. 

        Here in just a quick comparative appraisal of the brain and brain 

stem, we can appreciate an association between state and vertical 

form.  

 

        As vertebrates evolve, the forebrain which includes the 

cerebrum (or what we normally recognise as the brain directly 

under the mammalian skull with folds and convolutions or fissures 

in between), develop in size and complexity ahead of the hindbrain 

(which includes the cerebellum). The midbrain, associated with the 

eyes, remain undeveloped after the birds as the optic lobe is 

established for vision in mammals at the back of the cerebrum 

(brain). 
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        Through this comparative sequence the cephalic bend develops 

progressively between the forebrain and hind brain across the 

midbrain, so that, in us modern humans, the cerebellum at the back 

and the eyes to the front are both underneath the cerebrum (brain). 

developmental morphology   

        In our infancy we sit “on top of ourselves” in godly cheer, look 

up to dad and mother by arching the whole extent of our trunk and 

presenting an open chest to face them. We are led to identify with 

the “gawk and talk” and are happy to join and learn what’s going on 

(socialise). It is a great feat of the genius level to become linguistic 

from nothing but every body does it and every body in the “gawk 

and talk” is too busy doing it to notice the feat or the state involved. 

        Having learnt to speak, we as children find ourselves at the 

bottom of the learning curve, “don’t know noth’n”. The neck bends, 

the chest falls and rather than land onto a level pelvis, we twist and 

lock it and slump onto it to hold our trunk up and front vertical. We 

look up and out with our head rather than the whole body. 

        We carry on, come to read and write, and further contort to 

prop our head for work, more specialization, assimilation and 

monotony (less real learning). We become locked into our head, line 

up with the wot, and trail a body sense behind and underneath 

(centred right). Our lives, behaviour and thoughts may seem more 

complex as we grow older but lack the soft depth, vitality and 

openness; we loose the unknowing pristine potential of an 

unassuming, innocent mind and with this, our deeper being is 

buried in isolation. 

        It seems we forgo our initial potential in releasing our cephalic 

bend. This cannot actually happen as the cephalic bend is 

anatomically set and laid over the base of the bony skull. Yet we let 

the upper neck go, as if to unravel fore, mid and hind brain, like a 

primitive brain; the upper throat becomes full, and the back of the 

neck strains against the forward thrust of the lower face. This is 
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accentuated with exhaustion and longing, anxiety or fear, 

depression, rage or delinquency. In cocking our head, we may be 

closer to settling into a gravitational and anatomical alignment. 

However, instead of regaining an integrated state, there is 

corrective effort and strain, at least initially, against the “unraveled” 

head and neck. The corrective effort reflects the serious attitude 

that goes with the cocked head.  We just look the part, till further 

demand draws us back out and reach out with our head, to hold and 

isolate our self with our experience, in focus and strain, or 

mesmerisation. 

        The form goes with the state and vice versa. 

what to do 

        The complete whole body is a reference, an ideal. Do not strive 

for it directly. What needs to develop is our relation with the whole 

body. 

        The difficulty is that the hc in isolation is in a state of arbitrary 

pretence shifting between trying, waiting and "give up but let’s just 

hang around and see (if I win the lottery or something)". They 

correspond to in the experience (try), having an experience (wait) 

and witness (give up but let’s just see). 

       Wu wei is a Taoist term that translates as “non-action” or, 

because non-action seems like doing nothing, “action through non-

action”. It is similar to the “no gain” of Alexander technique that 

trains people to lead or initiate movement not from the mind but 

from the body. Both non-action and no gain address, all be it in 

negative terms, “trying” that can accentuate the hc’s isolation from 

the whole body with tension, anxiety and complexes (particular 

modes and ways). 

        We see everyday or common wisdom in expressions such as 

“take it easy”, “you’ve got to laugh at your self” and “it’s all good” 

against tension and depression or desperation, or struggling too 
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hard and in isolation. We have to be vigilant in not excusing our 

selves in denial - humanity in isolation from its whole is, as I have 

tried to show, has a great tendency to ignore reality. Yet the wisdom 

is there, from “keep a loose wrist” to function amidst the pace and 

pressures of business or the stock market floor, to the perfect golf 

swing and shot beyond the know how and the determinables of 

grip, stance and head position.  

        Many disciplines of sports and games, martial arts and 

performances in general, and ways of being and living, have regard 

for and promote the oneness of action and being. The intuitive 

integration and understanding within a team is the same, where by 

players fall into place with each other, click and things happen. 

        Being experiential (including self and the witness can approach) 

is reminded as the first requisite for the hc as a projected part, to 

relate with the whole body. Not only is “trying” addressed but the 

self having the experience (waiting, stand back) and the witness 

(give up but hang around and see, from behind) are included in an 

inductive process of reality, with and within, and by the all 

encompassing whole body; nothing is denied. What is "there" of our 

projected reality is affected by "what happens", in playing our part 

in our relation with the whole body. 

      
  _________________________________ 

 

 


